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FIRST GLIMPSE

Tools
BY ERIC K. THOMSEN

YARD SALE - Grate Guy’s Stuff 
Cheep!

The large, hand painted sign caught 
my eye as I whizzed down the 
highway toward home one blazing 
summer afternoon. What yard sale 
buff in his right mind could pass up 
a fantastic offering like that? Not 
this guy. 

After a quick glance in the mirror, 
I made a sharp U-turn toward the 
promised sale. I pulled up at an 
unpainted farmhouse. Boxes and 
crates of all shapes and sizes lined 
the drive, along with farm tools, pots 
and plates, and worn and broken 
furniture.

A sleepy group slouched in the 
shade of a sprawling oak, and as I 
opened my car door, the fragrance 
of sweet pipe tobacco settled gently 
on my senses.

“Gotcha some good stuff here,” one 
of the shadowy figures called lazily 
in my direction. “And I need it gone.”

With a friendly wave, I turned my 
attention to the “grate guy’s stuff.” 
To my surprise, the boxes and crates 
indeed held a nice collection of vin-
tage high-quality tools—everything 
from mallets, planers, and rasps to 
ratchets, bits, and wrenches. The 
hodgepodge reminded me of my 
grandfather’s shed.

Since the shade sitters didn’t appear 
to have much business, I decided it 

wouldn’t hurt to wrangle a bargain. 
“How much for all the tools?”

“Aww, I don’t know,” replied the 
voice from the shade. “How about 
30 bucks?”

My heart leaped. What a fantastic 
deal! But the experienced “picker” 
in me replied casually, “How about 
$25?”

Crates soon filled every nook and 
cranny of my tiny sedan, even with 
the back seats down and the pas-
senger side filled. An hour later, at 
a family cookout, I proudly popped 
open my hatchback to show off the 
“new” tools to my dad and father-
in-law. They responded like kids in 
a candy store, incredulous over the 
great deal, happily poking through 
the piles of worn tools to point out 
the ones they owned themselves. In 
moments, we were swapping stories 
about our favorite tools and the best 
way to use them.

In years to come, I’m sure that 
conversation at the back of my car 
will become a treasured memory. If 
I had paid $100 for the tools, those 
moments would have been worth 
every penny.

Tools are important. I’m thankful 
for my dad and other (extraordi-
narily) patient men who taught me 
to use them well, from refinishing 
furniture or repairing a toilet to 
changing the oil. 

Good tools are also crucial for life, 
especially our faith. Deuteronomy  
6 makes it clear parents are to equip 
their children with tools to build a 
strong and growing faith. This  
requires more than an hour or two  
on Sundays. It must be part of  
everyday life—every waking  
moment. I pray those important 
conversations about the faith will 
someday become treasured mem-
ories—not only for us but for our 
children and their children as well.

Today, I am thankful for my parents 
and many other patient influences 
who equipped me to build a living 
faith. Tools…for life.  

_______________________________

About the Columnist: Eric K. Thomsen  
is managing editor of ONE Magazine. 
Email: eric@nafwb.org.

_______________________________

Train up a child in 
the way he should 
go, and when he 
is old, he will not 
depart from it.
—Proverbs 22:6
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Thank you for spotlighting some of 
our Free Will Baptist “heroes” in your 
latest First Glimpse column. The list 
is endless, I am sure, but thank you 
for singling out my husband Sandy 
Goodfellow. Sandy has been MY hero 
for over 53 years. He is one of the most 
uniquely wonderful men I know—not 
very talkative, but if you pick a subject 
he enjoys, he finds his voice and his 
knowledge is astounding. And, he can 
do just about anything! From personal 
experience, if he loves you, he loves you 
DEEPLY. And, if you are blessed enough 

to have him for a good friend, he “stick-
eth closer than a brother.” Because he 
is so intelligent about so many things, 
you might think he would be arrogant. 
But he is the most humble man I know 
and never wants the spotlight. In his 
usual way, when I read what you wrote, 
his response was "Mmm." He is simply 
not impressed with himself. As you can 
tell, I think he is mighty special. Thank 
you again for recognizing what I have 
known for so long.

—Dari Goodfellow, Phoenix, AZ

Have something to say? Say it!  

Your feedback, comments, and  

suggestions are appreciated.

Email editor@nafwb.org  

or send correspondence to: 

ONE Magazine, Letters to the Editor,  

PO Box 5002, Antioch, TN 37011-5002

ONE Magazine reserves the right to edit  

published letters for length and content.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR



MindingMinding

Kids?Kids?Kids?Kids?

Who’s

the

BY JUDY COMBS PUCKETT
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So, what ’s the big deal ? I’m concerned about the interaction (or the 
lack of it) between children and their parents. The popularity and convenience 
of phones, iPads™, iPods™, headphones, gaming, and other technology has in-
creased steadily over the past few years, resulting in an explosion of information 
at our fingertips. Information overload is stealing precious minutes, even hours, 
of “face time” from parents and their children.
If you are reading this article in a hard copy magazine, 
you’re probably not the person who needs it most. You 
are likely a reader who does not receive 90% of news and 
information through email, social media, online blogs, 
and cell phone alerts. 

You may not have young children, but you may be a 
concerned grandparent or relative who sees this trend de-
veloping in your own family. Perhaps you have the ability 
to influence parents of young children, or perhaps you 
need to avoid finding yourself in the same trap. 

The human isolation factor is growing exponentially 
because all of us—parents, grandparents, friends, and 
children alike—are becoming more accustomed to a 

constant barrage of ideas, pictures, information, en-
tertainment, and news on screen. Screen time, as 
opposed to “face” time, has reached an all-time 
high, and relationships are suffering as a result.

A 2015 study by the journal Pediatrics on the 
impact of cell phone usage researched the 
interaction between family members in restau-
rants and found children of parents constantly 
engrossed in their phones were most likely to 
act out. Even more troubling, other children 

seemed to accept this lack of attention and qui-
etly entertained themselves, suggesting this had be-

come the normal practice of their family. Observations 
recorded in 55 situations where children ages ten and 
under were eating with parents in fast-food restaurants 
showed 73% of adults used a mobile device during the 
meal, and most were absorbed or preoccupied by gadgets 
rather than their kids.

In the analysis of the study, Dr. Jenny Radesky, who spe-
cializes in developmental behavioral pediatrics at Boston 

Medical Center, observed that caregivers highly absorbed 
in their devices had more negative and less engaged 
interactions with children. A third of adults observed 
were on their phones continuously during their meals. 
When interrupted by their children, they tended to react 
with anger or irritation—ignoring, scolding, even getting 
physical with the children. One mother even kicked her 
child beneath the table.

But parents are not the only ones guilty of excessive 
screen time. Many children cannot sit still for more than 
a few moments without access to games and entertain-
ment on their mobile devices. We have trained children 
to be constantly engaged and/or entertained by technolo-
gy rather than training them to observe people, activities, 
and the world around them.

Dr. Manny Alvarez, medical consultant for Fox News, 
notes, “Humans are really getting addicted to all this 
technology, and it is destroying the fabric of the family, 
whether we like it or not.” Dr. Alvarez observed a child’s 
vocabulary suffers without regular conversation with par-
ents. They learn much, especially during the first year of 
life, by watching and listening to parents speak to them 
in complete sentences, teaching, training, explaining, 
directing, and helping them to observe voice inflections, 
emotions, facial expressions, and meaning. If they are 
not connected verbally and visually while hearing parents 
speak, they do not bond as well emotionally. They hear 
words but are socially disengaged with the speaker.

We don’t have to wait for the future to observe the neg-
ative impact technology has on the family. The effects of 
social disengagement are not limited to the parent-child 
relationship. It has become a common problem in 
marriage as well. Look around the next time you are at 
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a restaurant, park, mall, ballgame, or some other public 
space. Observe how many people are engaged with a 
device rather than other people. 

In addition to checking email, talking, and texting, 
many people feel they must post on social media outlets 
to let “friends” know where they are and what they are 
doing, sharing pictures of what they are eating, a concert 
or play they are enjoying, or even the church service they 
are attending. When they experience something won-
derful, they must “share” that experience immediately. 
Restaurants, stores, event venues, and even some church-
es encourage this, and have learned to use it as a free 
promotional tool. Sadly, that same experience may not be 
shared with others enjoying the event in person.

It is understandable we have become addicted to our 
phones since this single device has become a virtual 
library and more. The smart phone has transformed 
American culture. It has replaced maps, phone books, 
dictionaries, and encyclopedias and provides instant 
games, music, movies, literature—even GPS mapping.  
It has become so much a part of our culture that 66%  
of adults surveyed are afraid to be separated from their 
cell phones. 

If you think you are not guilty, ask yourself a few ques-
tions:  

•  How long can I go without turning on my cell 
phone? 

•  How much time do I spend in screen time versus 
face time? 

•  How much screen time is actually productive? 

•  How much do I depend on my screen time to en-
hance my social standing or to make me appear 
hip, popular, and tech savvy?

Is it possible we are replacing people with phones?  
Replacing serious relationships with Siri? Replacing scrip-

tures with a screen? Replacing God with gaming?

No one can determine these things for you, but we 
should confront ourselves with an honest evaluation of 
our own patterns. These steps may be helpful for those 
who need to cut screen time:

1.  Set ground rules about using cell phones in family 
settings, such as mealtimes, travel time, and 
holidays.

2.  Eliminate cell phones while eating out with the 
family, on dates, and with friends.

3.  Take a regular “vacation” from screens for a few 
hours, a day, or even longer periods to help gauge 
the personal level of addiction.

4.  Log, compare, and discuss the number of texts, 
posts, videos, etc. each family member accesses 
daily. (We will probably be appalled by the num-
ber.) 

5.   Plan (purposefully) family events that require 
everyone to participate without devices: board 
games, hiking, picnics, bike rides, outdoor sports 
(horseshoes, corn hole, croquet, etc.). 

6.  Spend deliberate time discussing issues, events, 
or activities with your children, spouse, or parents.

With so many activities available to most families, face 
time is already limited, so even a little time carved out 
for those you love most is meaningful. We demonstrate 
lack of respect for others when we put our phone or other 
technology first.  

_____________________________________________

About the Writer: Judith Puckett is a happily married freelance 
writer with kids and grandkids. She loves writing, surfing the 
Web, reading, photography, antiques, genealogy, and spending 
time with friends. Find her book Living by Faith on Amazon.com.

_____________________________________________

Is it possible we are replacing people with phones?  
Replacing serious relationships with Siri? Replacing 
scriptures with a screen? Replacing God with gaming?
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Imagine finding the journal of a famous person. How would you feel thumbing through the 
journals of George Washington, Thomas Aquinas, or Sacagawea? I had the privilege to see 
and read a few pages from the original journals of Winston Churchill, William Carey, and 
some original pages from A. A. Milne’s Winnie the Pooh. While I cherish those memories, I 
would trade all those for a few pages written by my grandfather or parents. I interviewed my 
grandfather several years before he died, but now I have more important questions to ask, 
yet will never know the answers. I wish I had asked, and I wish he had journaled.

Journaling provides parents (and grandparents) with a method to capture the 
attention of their kids. As adult children inherit or receive a journal written by 
their parents, they will pore over the pages. Famed baseball player Daryl 
Strawberry found his mother’s journal under her mattress after her death. 
He read prayers she had written—not about his baseball career—but that he 
would find Christ. Daryl did find Christ. While his mom did not see this occur 
in her lifetime, her journal was a catalyst to his change. Regardless of your 
relationship now, a journal can bridge hearts and mend wounds.

Most children have a built-in desire to know more about their parents. Use that 
emotional attraction to tell a story that also speaks into their lives. Claim the old 
adage, “There’s a story in all of us.” While we may not be Churchill, Parks, or 
Carey, one audience desperately needs to read your story: your kids and grand-
kids. Regardless of their age or how much they feign disinterest, they are eager to 
hear more details. The older they get, the more they care. 

So, how do you go about telling your story? Suppose you sit down behind the 
computer screen. In that case, writer’s block becomes your best friend or his cousin, verbosity, the enemy of read-
ability. And buying a thick, blank journal intimidates the writer as much as the blinking computer cursor.

What should you do? Consider buying a journal with question prompts to help tell your story. Great journals 
arrange questions intentionally and creatively to help you frame what you should say and prompt critical details 
to make it enjoyable to read. Your kids want to read the trivial and the serious, as the curiosity of the frivolous 
takes them to the powerful words of wisdom you get to impart. Recently, Randall House and D6 Family ministries 
released a unique journal that tells your story alongside the story of your child (or grandchild). The left side pages 
provide questions to help your story come to life, and on the right, to share similar insights from your memories 
about your child.

Through the skinned knees, broken glasses, and broken hearts, your written words will mend more wounds than 
you can imagine. Many kids come to find Christ or discover a more serious relationship with Him after Mom and 
Dad are gone. Journals often contribute to their transformation. Historians all regret that Martha Washington 
burned all the letters she and George exchanged throughout their lives. How much history did we lose in that one 
act? How much will your kids lose if you don’t write? Leave them an heirloom that speaks beyond your earthly life 
in a way they will listen.

About You, About Me: Generational Legacy Journal provides five sections from curiosities to milestones, 
drawing readers in as they learn from your memories, insights, and encouragement. Along the way, they intention-
ally bump into Scripture and your faith values in non-threatening ways. Your kids and grandkids will revisit these 
pages often, creating a legacy of faith.

There’s a Story in All of Us
W I L L  Y O U  T E L L      Y O U R S ?

ABOUT YOU

FAVORITES

Color:

Fruit:

Vegetabl
e:

Drink:

Dessert:

Number:

Food:

Meal:

Candy:

My favorite character in the Bible is _________________

and here’s why . . .

ABOUT
ME

ABOUT ME

FAVORITES

Color:

Fruit:

Vegetabl
e:

Drink:

Dessert:

Number:

Food:

Meal:

Candy:

Let me tell you which person in the Bible

you remind me of . . .

ABOUT
YOU

To see a sample, go to store.randallhouse.com/product/about-you-about-me.



Free Will Baptists subscribe to the Faith and Practices of Free Will Baptists. As the name im-
plies, our treatise follows the traditional dual concern for orthodoxy (right doctrine or belief) 
and orthopraxy (right practice). The latter sometimes goes by the name ethics. Often, when we 
hear the word ethics, we think of hot-button issues: abortion, biotechnology, capital punish-
ment, sexuality, and war, among others. Our Treatise and annual resolutions have addressed 
some of these topics and others like them (nafwb.org/treatise). 

However, ethics goes beyond controversial issues to 
include personal sanctification. For that reason, Carl F. 
H. Henry authored the superb volume Christian Personal 
Ethics and Leroy Forlines penned the excellent Biblical 
Ethics. Ethics covers everything from the individual 
Christian life to the biggest questions of our day. 

Orphan care and adoption is one area of ethics where Free 
Will Baptists could and should increasingly invest. We al-
ready take this matter seriously (as we will see), and thank 
God for that! But, I believe we could do even more in our 
denominational subculture, especially given how firm a 
grip the culture of death (abortion) has on our country.

of Orphan Care

The
Pro-LifE Ethic 

BY MATTHEW STEVEN BRACEY
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A Pro- li fe Eth ic
Christian commitment to an ethic of life is based, 
ultimately, in allegiance to the God of life. In the begin-
ning, God created life from the void—plant life, animal 
life, and human life—to flourish (Genesis 1:28), and He 
called it very good (Genesis 1:31). Thus, an ethic of life 
does not refer simply to the absence of death but more 
specifically, the presence of human flourishing. However, 
man, by his sin, introduced death into the created order 
(Genesis 3:19). That was never God’s will. 

God redeemed man from death to life (Ephesians 2:1, 
5; Colossians 2:12-13). Because life is more than mere 
existence, redemption also concerns a flourishing life. 
Additionally, Jesus founded the Church, comprised of the 
redeemed, to bear witness to the hope of God’s redemp-
tion. Consequently, the redeemed—the Church—testify 
to an ethic of flourishing life, because God is a God of 
flourishing life. 

Orphan care arises from this ethic of life based in the 
doctrines of creation and redemption. Yet, often when we 
hear pro-life, we think only about abortion. Undoubted-
ly, abortion is an important issue in itself. But a pro-life 
ethic is broader than abortion. (As an aside, we certainly 
could gracefully counter by opening our arms and receiv-
ing orphaned children into our homes.)

Th eological Pri nci ples  
for Orphan Care
An orphan, meaning “bereaved,” refers to someone 
deprived of parents. From the beginning, God’s plan 
included children, as He directed humanity to multiply 
and fill the earth (Genesis 1:28), but it did not include 
orphans. Instead, man introduced orphanhood through 
sin. What is more, orphanhood does not refer simply to 
a domestic reality but also to a spiritual reality. Because 
all men sin (2 Chronicles 6:36; Romans 5:12), all people 
are orphans, since sin separates them from their Creator, 
their Father. Consequently, orphanhood is the funda-
mental human condition.

But God loved us orphans and offered to adopt us, in 
Christ by the Holy Spirit, into His family. The Scriptures 
testify to this rich theology of adoption, indicating God 

predestined us to adoption as sons through Jesus Christ 
(Ephesians 1:5). Because Christians have received a spirit 
of adoption as sons we cry out, “Abba! Father!” or more 
literally, “Daddy!” or “Papa!” (Romans 8:15b). Thus, adop-
tion is the divine solution to the orphanhood of man.

The biblical authors describe the gospel in many ways: 
economic analogies (redemption), familial analogies 
(adoption), legal analogies (justification), religious anal-
ogies (propitiation), and many more. While each picture 
testifies to different aspects of salvation, adoption brings 
to mind images of God as Father, the Church as family 
and household, and Christians as brothers and sisters. 
Such imagery offers great hope and encouragement amid 
a discouraging world.

Just as orphanhood is a sad spiritual reality, it is also a 
sad domestic reality. Just as God cares for the spiritually 
disenfranchised, He cares for physical orphans: “Thou 
art the helper of the fatherless” (Psalm 10:14b); “Leave 
thy fatherless children, and I will preserve them alive” 
(Jeremiah 49:11a); and “Pure religion and undefiled be-
fore God and the Father is this, to visit the fatherless and 
widows in their affliction” (James 1:27). Additionally, the 
practice of adoption even figures into the earthly life of 
Jesus Himself, as Joseph, the husband of Mary, cared for 
Jesus as his own (Matthew 1:18–25).

Practical Consi derations  
for Orphan Care
What do these truths mean for Christians, both individ-
ually and as Free Will Baptists? They mean we take or-
phan care seriously, because we take God seriously. As we 
have seen, this pro-life ethic arises from the gospel itself. 
Yet it remains unfamiliar to many of us, perhaps because 
it is outside our common experience. Nevertheless, God 
pursues the care of those caught in spiritual and familial 
destitution. Consequently, so should we. 

Challenges may arise. For example, those who consider 
adoption sometimes express concern they might not love 
an adopted child as much as they would love a biolog-
ical child. Undoubtedly, some will show an ungodly 
favoritism, but that is not limited to adopted children 
(biblically, consider Isaac’s favoritism toward Esau and 
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Rebekah toward Jacob). Favoritism is not 
the Christian way. God’s family includes 
Hebrews and Gentiles, and He does not 
love one any less than the other. 

Instead, God “grafted” Gentiles into the 
family, giving them the same inheritance 
as Hebrews (Romans 11:17–24; Galatians 
3:26–4:7; Ephesians 1:11, 14). All Chris-
tians are Abraham’s children by faith in 
God’s promises (Romans 4:16; Galatians 
3:7). As a result, as we consider our ethic 
of life, the Spirit of Christ must animate 
how we view adoption, and orphan care 
more generally, rather than the spirit of 
this present evil age (Galatians 1:4). 

Undoubtedly, many other challenges 
arise—personal, logistical, financial, etc. 
While space does not permit exploring 
all the barriers to adoption, many helpful 
resources exist to address them. Consider 
Russell Moore’s Adopted for Life or con-
sult resources from helpful organizations, 
such as Franklin, Tennessee-based Show 
Hope, which exists to “care for orphans by engaging the 
Church and reducing barriers to adoption.” 

A number of Free Will Baptist ministries give atten-
tion to the pro-life ethic of orphan care. FWB Family 
Ministries (fwbfm.com), with facilities in Tennessee, 
Virginia, and Arkansas, works not only with orphans 
but also with pregnant teens and young women, infants, 
toddlers, adolescents, teens, senior citizens, and families. 
Alabama FWB Children’s Home (fwbhome.org) strives 
to “provide a loving, Christian home to children hurting 
or struggling with life’s challenges or troubled domestic 
situations.” Harvest Child Care Ministries (harvestccm.
org) in Virginia provides “abused, neglected, abandoned, 
or troubled children with a healthy home environment, 
caring parents, and a wholesome family life.” 

I am deeply grateful for the work Free Will Baptists 
are doing in orphan care. However, I believe we can do 
more. Orphan care occurs in all kinds of ways: prayer, 
volunteering, financial support of individuals and or-

ganizations, spiritual witness, 
fostering, adoption, and more. 
I believe God calls some to 
volunteer, calls others to sup-
port an organization or family 
engaged in this work financially, 
and calls still others to adopt or 
foster (obviously a big decision). 

These important opportunities 
are not limited to the infertile. 
Scripture offers this ethic to the 
whole church. Numerous fami-
lies have gone down these roads, 
even after bearing biological 
children. And, every Christian 
can pray for people whom God 
has called to walk these paths.

I am grateful to be the ben-
eficiary of this pro-life ethic. 
Although my biological mother 
raised me, my biological father 
did not; in fact, I have never 
met him. Instead, the person 

I affectionately called “Daddy” was my adoptive father. 
Bracey is my adopted name. In life, and even in death, he 
treated me as his own, just as he did my two sisters (his 
biological daughters). He may not have realized it, but 
my father exemplified this rich, pro-life ethic throughout 
his life, and my life has become a testament to the power 
of this ethic. 

Indeed, orphan care is a beautiful picture of the gospel, 
and I recommend it to all who, through grace, are the ad-
opted sons and daughters of God (2 Corinthians 6:18).   

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Matthew Bracey serves as vice provost and as 
a faculty member at Welch College, teaching courses in history, 
law, theology, and interdisciplinary studies. He holds degrees 
from Cumberland School of Law (J.D.), Beeson Divinity School 
(M.T.S.), and Welch College (B.A., History, Biblical Studies). He 
is currently pursuing a Ph.D. in Christian Ethics Public Policy at 
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.

_______________________________________________

Adoption 
brings to 

mind images 
of God as 

Father, the 
church as 
family and 

household, 
and 

Christians 
as brothers 
and sisters.
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Settling on an item's definition is one thing, understanding its value is truly another. Take 
something as simple as a biscuit. It has several definitions, ranging from “a small, typical-
ly round cake of bread leavened with baking powder, baking soda, or sometimes yeast” to 
“any of various hard or crisp dry baked products.” Yet, when my grandma made them, I 
defined biscuits as “pure joy.” I put great value on her “round cake of bread leavened with 
baking powder.” When we experience the value of something it becomes much more than 
its definition.

Trying to settle on a definition of discipleship is like try-
ing to settle on a definition for a biscuit. Discipleship can 
be defined as “spreading the doctrines of a teacher,” being 
a “dedicated follower of Jesus Christ,” “learning from 
Jesus to do the will of God,” or simply, “following Jesus.” 
These are all ingredients of discipleship and may suffice, 
but they do not speak to the value of discipleship.

Matthew 28:19 gives every follower of Christ the com-
mand to “go and make disciples.” We have heard this 
preached often, read about it over and over again, invok-
ing an understanding of it, yet with little more emotion 
than the earlier definitions of a biscuit. The problem is, 
we know it, but we do not value it enough to experience 
it. A vast difference exists between a definition and a 
value. Practically, a definition is how culture commonly 
describes a thing. Value deals with the importance and 
priority you give it. 

The value of discipleship is revealed when someone comes 
alongside others to help them find and increase their faith 
in Christ for the purpose of helping them build a strong 
biblical foundation, so they grow in maturity, under-
standing, and wisdom in their faith, so they can then 
disciple and lead others to Christ. Admittedly, this long 
definition would not make a good tweet. However, the 
value is huge for the person who disciples the new believ-
er and for the new believer to learn to disciple others. 

We must place importance and priority on discipleship. 
Dietrich Bonhoeffer stated, “Christianity without disci-
pleship is always Christianity without Christ.” The value 
we place on discipleship must be reflected in many plac-
es, but it certainly must be demonstrated in the home. 
The home is the best and most effective place to start. 
When we intentionally start with discipleship at home, it 
has the power to change a life and a culture.

WhatISIS

DISCIPLESHIP?
BY MIKE TRIMBLE

DISCIPLESHIP?
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Abraham Kuyper isn’t a household name. He lived in the 
Netherlands in the late 1800s and early 1900s. He was a 
pastor, journalist, newspaper founder, professor, universi-
ty founder, parliament member, and Prime Minister. He 
once wrote, “The greatest gift a church can receive is to 

have a group of families 
who take their respon-
sibilities with such 
Christian seriousness 
that they are willing to 
completely alter their 
lifestyle to raise up dis-
ciples for Jesus Christ.” 

Family discipleship 
should be both casual 
and intentional between 
husband and wife, and 
when children come 
into the home, there 
is a Christian and 
non-Christian dynamic 
which enters the home. 
In Family Shepherds: 
Calling and Equipping 
Men to Lead Their 
Home, Voddie Bau-

cham, Jr., clarifies family discipleship: “Discipling our 
children is not about teaching them to behave in a way 
that won’t embarrass us. We’re working toward some-
thing much more important than that. We’re actually 
raising our children with a view toward lead-
ing them to trust and to follow Christ.”

Deuteronomy 6:1-2 indicates the 
intentional aspect of family disci-
pleship. D6 EveryDay At-Home 
Bundles from Randall House are 
a great tool to assist with inten-
tionally discipling your children in 
your own home. For about the cost of 
a Chick-fil-A™ meal, you can resource dis-
cipleship needs for your family. Our church 
provides these bundles for every interested family 

in the church. We have it addressed and sent directly to 
the children. They look forward to it, love it, and it gives 
them ownership of it. It is a wonderful tool to help with 
family discipleship.

Deuteronomy 6:6-9 indicates a casual component to 
family discipleship, looking for and embracing teachable 
faith moments so your kids will embrace and live out 
their faith. So, as you talk to your spouse, do household 
chores, handle stress, go to the store, have family conver-
sations, play, serve one another, make biscuits...as parents 
you are looking to capture these moments to help disciple 
the next generation. This will, in turn, affect the next 
generation for Christ. 

Bruner and Stroope wrote about what constitutes parent-
ing success in It Starts at Home: “Those blessed with the 
gift of children and grandchildren are called to inspire 
and nurture Christian faith and godly character in the 
next generation as life’s highest calling” (Deuteronomy 
6:6-9; Psalm 78:1-8). This is truly valuing discipleship.

Just like a biscuit, discipleship has many ingredients. 
When it starts with a spiritually loving and Christ- 
committed family it will fill the home with the unforget-
table aroma of God’s grace.  

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Mike Trimble pastors Kirby FWB Church in 
Flat Rock, Michigan, and serves as chair of the Randall House 
board.

_______________________________________________

The greatest gift a 
church can receive 
is to have a group 
of families who take 
their responsibilities 
with such Christian  
seriousness that 
they are willing 
to completely alter 
their lifestyle to 
raise up disciples  
for Jesus Christ.
—Abraham Kuyper
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When my mother, Winona Riggs, died in March of 1999, my dad Raymond asked me to 
preach her funeral. In that message, I stated she had enjoyed a full life, exhibited a faithful 
love, and extended a fruitful legacy. I easily can say the same three things about my dad. 
However, something else needs to be said. My dad is one of five men who had a profound 
influence—and continues to have influence—on my life. I am not telling the names of the 
other four, but I do want to tell you the characteristics they shared with my father.

The first influenced me by his character of godliness and dignity. He was always godly. He 
carried himself in such a way you knew by looking at him that he was a man of God. 
You knew there were certain words, jokes, or gestures you dared not use in his 
presence. Dad was the same. I cannot remember ever hearing him use a curse 
word. In fact, when I was a boy, he did not even permit his children to use 
the words gosh, gee-whiz, golly, or darn. By today’s standards, those words 
may seem mild, but they were not permitted. You knew Daddy was differ-
ent by the way he carried himself, not different in a way that made others 
uncomfortable, but in a way that demonstrated he was a true believer.

The second man influenced me by his conviction the Bible is the true 
Word of God. This man used to say, “You need to be ready to preach, pray, 
or die at a moment’s notice.” He gave me a Bible as a Christmas present. It 
was a copy of the One-Year Bible arranged to read on a daily basis, so that 
in one year, you have read the entire Bible. I received that Bible in 1990, and 
from that time until now, I have continued to read the Bible through every 
year. Dad was a man of the Bible as well. I have seen many of his sermon out-
lines and even shared mine with him, and he with me. I never heard 
him preach a sermon that wasn’t based on the truth of Scripture. 
While faithful to read commentaries and other helps, Dad’s 
main source for preaching and teaching was the Bible itself.

The third man influenced me by his refusal to retaliate against 
those who did him wrong. He was a denominational leader 
who was unafraid to think for himself. I worked for him 
for a time and heard the criticism he received from fellow 

A Tribute to Dad
BY KEN RIGGS
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brothers. While he was not an ordained minister, he was 
a spiritual giant in my eyes. 

For a time, I served as a board member for this leader, 
and I saw firsthand his refusal to criticize others. On one 
occasion, I wanted to retaliate for him. He calmly ad-
monished, “Ken, don’t stoop to that level.” Dad was the 
same. He did not like religious politics or denomination-
al manipulation. His attitude was, “You can trust Free 
Will Baptists to do the right thing.” I questioned that at 
times but always discovered Daddy was right. Carrying 
a grudge was too heavy a burden for him. Getting even 
was not his style.

The fourth man who influenced me was not a Free Will 
Baptist. (I’m not even sure he was a believer.) Still, he 
taught me a valuable lesson. I was a student in a doctoral 
program and had to take a course in statistics. Because 
I had a weak mathematical background, I waited to the 
very end of the program to take this class. 

To my surprise, on the first day of statistics, this profes-
sor made the class simple. He showed me a method of 
teaching I soon adopted as my own. He taught me to 

make difficult things simple. Daddy was the same way. 
He could take a difficult passage of Scripture or complex 
theological concept and make it understandable. Perhaps 
he is most famous for his message on the relationship be-
tween faith and knowledge. He said faith and knowledge 
are so intertwined they cannot be separated. To illustrate 
his point, he said, “Knowledge is my wife knowing she has 
six children. Faith is me believing they’re all mine.” 

After the congregation got over its shock, he followed up 
with, “That’s a good illustration because I have faith in 
my wife that I am the father of all our children.” 

Evidently my mother wasn’t too happy with the illustra-
tion. Later that night, when they retired for the evening, 
Dad hugged my mother and said, “Goodnight, mother 
of six.” My ever-witty mother replied, “Goodnight, 
father of five.”

Godly dignity, dedication to the truth of Scripture, 
refusing to retaliate, and making difficult things simple 
are four characteristics every preacher should possess. The 
four men I described had these qualities. Dad had all of 
these and one more I believe topped them all. In 1966, 

I soon discovered his secret: he had a genuine love for people.
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Daddy asked me to move to Norfolk, Virginia, to work 
with him as he began the first Christian school in the 
Free Will Baptist movement. With my deep interest in 
education, I told him I would come. What I did not tell 
him was I had another motive. I wanted to know what 
attracted others to him. What made him such a powerful 
influence in the denomination? Why was he invited to 
preach so many revivals? I thought working with him 
would reveal the answer. 

I was not disappointed. I soon discovered his secret: he 
had a genuine love for people. That was it. And people 
knew he loved them. It made no difference their status 
in life, color of skin, political party, which side of the 
Free Will Baptist “fence” you straddled, or on which side 
of the Mississippi River you lived, Daddy knew how to 
love. During tense moments on the floor of the National 
Association, I watched him calm the crowd with words 
of wisdom. I saw him give an invitation after another’s 
mediocre message, where people responded. A dear friend 
told me on several occasions if he ever backslid, he want-
ed Daddy to give the invitation because he was sure to 

come back to the Lord.

Daddy’s love for people cannot be learned in a classroom. 
It comes from being in the closet with God. It comes 
from not being afraid to get your hands dirty, from the 
cotton field to the factory. It comes from getting in the 
grease pit in a gas station or a hog pen with a farmer. 
It comes from sitting with someone in the hospital or 
watching someone die. It comes from experiencing life 
with all kinds of people.

During his funeral, someone noted his death was the end 
of an era. While I believe that may be true, I honestly pray 
it is wrong. Please God, give us people who have godly 
dignity, commitment to the truth of the Bible, a refusal to 
retaliate, the ability to make hard things simple, and above 
all, people who truly know how to love others.  

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Dr. Ken Riggs has served as pastor, educator, 
and denominational leader. His dad Raymond was the first full-
time director of IM, Inc. (Free Will Baptist Foreign Missions).

_______________________________________________

To order, call 800-877-7030
or visit www.d6curriculum.com

Curriculum
Discipleship Plan

Summer 2021 Scope and Sequence

 Sept. 5 Waiting in Faithfulness (1 Thessalonians 4:1-5:11)

 Sept. 12  Practical Christian Living (1 Thessalonians 5:12-28)

 Sept. 19 Enduring With Truth (2 Thessalonians 2:1-17)

 Sept. 26 Living With Integrity (2 Thessalonians 3:1-18)

 Oct. 3 Everyday Discipleship (Deuteronomy 6:1-25)

 Oct. 10  Generational Discipleship (Deuteronomy 6:5-9; 
Ephesians 4:11-13; Galatians 5:22-23)

 Oct. 17 David and Goliath (1 Samuel 17:1-58)

 Oct. 24 Ark Returns/Covenant (2 Samuel 6:1-15; 7:1-29)

 Oct. 31 Bathsheba/Repentance (2 Samuel 11:1-12:25)

 Nov. 7 Curse of Sin (Romans 1)

 Nov. 14  How Can I Know God Exists? (Romans 1:20; 2:12-15;  
2 Timothy 3:16-17)

 Nov. 21  Why Is Jesus the Only Way? (Romans 3:10-26;  
John 14:6; Galatians 2:16)

 Nov. 28 Justified by Faith (Romans 5:1-21)



Children are curious. They want to understand how things work, what makes Mom 
and Dad aggravated or happy. As parents, we need to remind ourselves our little people 
are watching us constantly. That constant observation can, and should, provide deeper 
motivation for us to put our best efforts forward in all we do. We are teaching them, by 
example, every aspect of life, even our financial lives.

While we should be intentional about teaching them the 
important things of life, they often learn as much, if not 
more, from their daily observation. What are we teach-
ing them in the little, unconscious moments of our daily 
lives? Do they see us being generous to those who work 
to prepare and serve a meal we did not have to prepare? 
Do they witness us being patient and understanding with 
those same workers when things aren’t as we expected 
with our order? Do they see us treat cash purchases 
differently than credit? Do they see us frustrated with 
maintaining our material blessings or working joyfully 
because we have been blessed with these items?

Often, as parents, we think, “I must capitalize on every 
learning opportunity with my children.” Yes! We should 
be mindful of those opportunities and be intentional 
about making the most of them. But many financial 
lessons we teach come—not through overt efforts—but 
a passing remark, daily financial habits, hushed conversa-
tions with our spouse, and emotions expressed while en-
gaging with our finances. Several of these examples may 
have produced a negative reaction when you read the list. 
However, these learning times are not all bad, or at least 
they do not have to be. We must live with the constant 
awareness that we are our children’s financial role models, 
for better or worse. That is the most basic way we teach 

Learned
by

BY JOSHUA EIDSON
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them, and 
it is a lifelong 

endeavor. 

As children age, 
we can explain 

why we handle 
our money 
the way we 

choose. Why 
we go to work each 

day. Why we cannot 
(or do not) buy anything 

and everything they want. Why 
we give faithfully to our local church 

and other ministries. 

This process is a great learning experience for 
parents as well when they see their kids begin 

to interact with their own money. Often, their behav-

ior mirrors the example of the adults in their lives. We 
should engage with them at every age level in appropriate 
ways to help them understand healthy money habits. 
They are developing money habits, like many other traits, 
much earlier than we often realize.

•  Be aware of their constant observation.

•   Be intentional when teachable moments do come up.

•  Be willing to learn together as they age.  

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Joshua Eidson served as accounting adminis-
trator for the Free Will Baptist Board of Retirement from  2016 to 
2021. He graduated in 2007 with a B.S. in business administra-
tion from Welch College and has over 13 years of experience in 
finance and accounting. Learn more about the Board of Retire-
ment at boardofretirement.com.

_______________________________________________

 family |  peace of mind |  security

gifts@nafwb.org | 877-336-7575
www.fwbgifts.org

But remember, you will not always be there for 
your family. Are you prepared? Those who love 

their families prepare for death in a way that 
benefits their families and the ministries 

they have loved and supported (without 
the frustration of probate court). 

Free Will Baptist Foundation has 
partnered with Cornerstone Estate 
Planning to help thousands of Free Will 

Baptist families prepare for the future. 
Learn more today!

Treasure Every Second



A great deal of research has been done regarding college debt. Politicians have much to say 
about how student debt should be canceled or forgiven, pointing to the detrimental effects of 
debt on starting a career. 

However, a recent study revealed students are more 
affected by when they graduate from college than the 
weight of debt they carry from college. Those who gradu-
ate during a recession are more negatively affected by stu-
dent debt load and slow career advancement than those 
graduating during a strong economy. Starting your career 
in a sluggish economy can hinder earning potential up to 
20 years, along with stunted career growth potential. Yet, 
students can’t control what the economy will be doing 
when they graduate from college, and most cannot hit 
pause when the time comes to enter the workforce. So, 
what are college graduates to do?

One of the most significant handicaps to your working 
career is debt. Whether the economy is good or bad, debt 
is quite limiting. While more options to relieve debt exist 
in a good economy, students and parents must remem-
ber there is no guarantee the economy will be good on 
graduation day. In 2008, the graduating class had no 
warning the record bull market was about to crash down 

around them. Many went from expecting high-paying 
first jobs to living with parents for a year or more while 
they searched for any available employment. Many never 
found jobs in their fields of study, so they switched fields 
and never went back. We all know individuals with 
degrees in fields they have never worked. So, how do you 
protect yourself from the traps of a down economy? 

First, remember you are the one responsible for 
your debt obligation. Look for all the ways to stay out 
of debt. As Benjamin Franklin famously warned, “An 
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.” Apply 
for every available scholarship and work and pay for 
your education as you go. Billions of dollars in scholar-
ship money are available for students willing to put in 
the work to find the scholarships and qualify for them. 
If the current government chooses to relieve student 
debt, view it as a bonus. But don’t count on it, because 
it may never happen.

BY JOHN BRUMMITT

Facing  
the Facts:
THE HARD TRUTH  
ABOUT FUNDING  
A COLLEGE EDUCATION
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Second, start a career search early. Start looking for employment before you 
graduate. Get your name out by participating in summer internships or by volun-
teering. Many employers are interested in meeting potential employees about to 
enter the workforce. If nothing else, interacting with companies within your field 
of study trains you to interview and communicate with potential employers. You 
will find it is easier to get a job when you already have a job. Being in school gives 
you time to look around, gain some experience, and weigh your options. Make the 
most of the time.

We are always responsible for our actions and the decisions we make. Preparing for 
those decisions (or helping our kids prepare for those decisions) can protect us from 
the unexpected, those things we cannot control. College isn’t for everyone, and debt 
shouldn’t be either. Do your research and carefully create a plan to help you reach the 
best position to start your working life.  

_______________________________________________________________________

About the Writer: John Brummitt became director of the Board of Retirement in January 2016. 
He graduated in 2011 with an MBA from Tennessee Tech University. A 2004 graduate of Welch 
College, he has been with the Board of Retirement since spring 2006.

_________________________________________________________________________
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“Don’t judge each day by the harvest you reap, but by the seeds you plant.” 
—Robert Louis Stevenson

My wife Becky displays this quote in a prominent place 
in our living room. As we live our daily lives, praying and 
longing to see French people come to Christ, this quote 
reminds us the little things we do and say are important. 
God can use a tiny seed planted in someone’s life. The 
seed may be something as simple as baking cookies for a 
neighbor, sending a card to a friend, or giving a needed 
hug. Sometimes, just listening demonstrates you really 
care. Other times, a spoken word plants a seed. I don’t 
imagine Stevenson penned the quote with this intent,  
but it reminds me of the Apostle Paul’s Spirit-guided 
words: “I have planted, Apollos watered; but God  
gave the increase” (1 Corinthians 3:6).

I confess, often when I hear about a  
pastor or church reaping a great 
harvest, I feel a little jealous. 
Well, truthfully, I feel a lot 
jealous. I know I shouldn’t, 
but I do. I once heard 
Joseph Stowell (former 
president of Moody 
College) say, “I 
sometimes won-
der what it would 
be like to minis-

ter in a place where there is little harvest. Would I still be 
willing to serve?” 

I recall thinking, “I wonder what it would be like to min-
ister in a place where there is a great harvest!” I suppose 
both situations have their own risks. One could lead to 
jealousy, the other to pride. When asking his question, 
Stowell sought to remind us, whether we reap a great 
harvest or plow hard soil, we are all called to obey Christ 
and serve others. The results are in His hands. Wherever 
we live, everything we do and say plants a seed in some-
one’s life. One day, in God’s perfect time, those seeds  
will produce a harvest. When it does, God alone will 
receive the glory.

Not long ago, I had a unique opportunity to plant a seed. 
I love to play golf, and the Lord has allowed me to make 

many friends on the fairways of the little nine-hole 
course in Châteaubriant. One friend has 

a Protestant background. Howev-
er, saying you are Protestant 

in France is often the 
same as saying you are 

Catholic. For many 
people, these are just 
cultural labels. Only 
an estimated 10% of 

French Catholics at-
tend church. Likewise, 

of the roughly 2% of the 
French population who 

call themselves Prot-
estant, many never 
attend church or  
even claim a personal  

BY STEVE RIGGS
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relationship with Christ. That is true for my friend. Re-
cently, his mother passed away, and he asked if I would 
officiate the funeral. Grateful he had the confidence to 
entrust me with that ministry, I began to pray the Lord 
would give me the right words to share.

At the beginning of the service, one person in partic-
ular grabbed my attention. She was the companion of 
the deceased woman’s grandson. When introduced, I 
immediately sensed she was not pleased by my presence. 
The masks we wore because of COVID did nothing to 
hide her suspicion bordering on hostility. Frankly, this is 
frequently the way French people look at Evangelicals. 

During the service, I noticed the young woman sat alone 
(perhaps a COVID precaution) and rarely looked up, yet 
she seemed to listen closely. Afterward, the family and 
friends gathered in front of the stone church and silently 
watched the attendants load the casket into the hearse. I 
stood to one side to give the family privacy. Unexpected-
ly, the young girl walked up to me. She politely thanked 
me for the “homily.” Then, lowering her mask as if she 
wanted to ensure I would not misunderstand her, she 
somewhat forcefully stated, “But I want you to know I 
am not a believer!” 

Her energetic delivery made me smile as I responded, 
“Well, that is certainly your right.”

Her next comments expressed the views I have heard 
many times in France. She voiced her belief that religion, 
all religions, only generate violence and war. Though a 
false assumption, it’s one we often hear, especially given 
France’s history. However, she went on to say she thought 
Jesus was a really neat guy. She considered Him an anar-
chist who tried to show people a better way, but it didn’t 
work. She said His way doesn’t work because “It’s like 
there’s just something inside of everybody that makes us 
mess up.” 

I listened intently as she spoke, then hazarded a response. 
I agreed religious people, even Christians, too often have 
committed terrible acts in the “name of God.” I add-
ed, “But I think you’re overlooking the fact Christians 
have also done a whole lot of good in our world. Think 
about the first hospitals, schools, orphanages, feeding 
the hungry, caring for the homeless, etc.” I told her what 
struck me most from her comments, was that she actually 

affirmed what the Bible tells us about sin. She was right. 
Something in all of us makes us mess up. I, too, have to 
fight against sin every day of my life. And, while I also 
agree Jesus was a “really neat guy,” to me He is much 
more. He is my only hope to keep from “messing up.”

The brief conversation ended, and I accompanied the 
family to the cemetery. As on so many occasions like 
this, my heart broke. Broke to see a family 
at the graveside of their departed 
mother, wife, grandmother, and 
great-grandmother. Broke 
with the sad realization this 
young lady’s thoughts 
reflect what most of them 
believe, that Jesus is a 
“really neat guy” but 
nothing more. Broke  
because religion has 
such a bad name, they 
won’t even consider giv-
ing Him a try.

It is unlikely I will see this 
young lady again. I don’t know 
if she will ever become a follower 
of Christ. I am praying she may one 
day see her need of Him and how He can 
help her, like me, keep from “messing up.” I hope some-
day to hear her say, somewhat forcefully,” I want you to 
know I am a believer!” If I never hear she has given her 
heart to Christ, I believe a tiny seed was planted. And 
I firmly believe it will result in a great harvest one day. 
Much greater than any of us can even imagine. On that 
day, none of us will be jealous or proud, but each of us 
will give praise and thanksgiving to God. Praise for what 
He has done. And thanksgiving He used us to simply 
plant some seeds.  

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Steve Riggs and his wife Becky have served 
in France for more than three decades. They are parents of four 
adult children, two of whom live in the States and two in Europe. 
Steve brags they have the “two best grandkids in the world, 
hands down!”

_______________________________________________
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life. One day, in 
God’s perfect time, 

those seeds will 
produce a harvest. 
When it does, God 
alone will receive 

the glory.
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Ken and Marvis Eagleton were visionaries. Following many years of service in Brazil, they 
retired and returned to the States. Ken didn’t stop though; he worked at the IM, Inc. head-
quarters (then Free Will Baptist Foreign Missions). In the fall of 1991, Ken called me. “Neil,” 
he said, “we are waiting until students get to college to challenge them for missions. We need 
to start earlier. We need to give them an experience while they are still in high school. Will 
you help me?” 

I don’t remember what took place between that call and 
June of 1992, but I do remember what happened that 
June. Ken, Marvis, their son Terry, and I welcomed 
a handful of high school students to the campus of 
Free Will Baptist Bible College (now Welch College). 
We called it TEAM—Teens Equipped and Active in 
Missions. We spent the next several days teaching and 
training this small group from around the denomina-
tion. As students moved from dorm rooms to classrooms, 
from the dining hall to the auditorium, they lugged their 
suitcases everywhere they went. (This was before suitcases 
came with wheels, and whoever invented those needs to 
be awarded a Nobel prize!) 

At the end of the training, we gave them an opportunity 
to repack…lightly. After those days of learning the biblical 
foundation of missions, how to interact within a cross- 
cultural context, and a variety of other topics, that first 
TEAM boarded a plane and flew to Brazil with Ken and 
Marvis. The next year, we added a Panama team, doubling 
the number of teens experiencing cross-cultural missions. 

I don’t think those pioneer dreamers could have foreseen 
nearly 2,000 young people fanning out across the globe 
to share the Good News of a risen Savior over the next 
three decades. Many current missionaries began their 

passionate journey to the nations with ETEAM. (Follow-
ing Ken Eagleton’s death, the E was added to honor him.)

Today’s ETEAM program looks far different than it did 
in 1992. The training has morphed into a program that 
educates, inspires, and engages students in God’s plan 
for the peoples of the world. Yet the goal—to provide 
students with a challenge to personal involvement in the 
Great Commission—remains unchanged. Twenty-nine 
years later, we still meet on the campus of Welch College. 

One of my jobs during training week is to “get rid of 
parents” on opening night. I encourage them to say 
goodbye well, explaining they won’t get the same child 
back. These students will not be able to un-see what they 
have seen, un-taste what they have tasted, or un-experi-
ence what they have experienced. I am not so naive that 
I don’t realize, for some teens, ETEAM is just another 
activity on the summer calendar; but for the majority of 
those who go, it is a life-changing adventure.

Each team has leaders who act as much more than adult 
chaperones. These leaders serve as counselors, teach-
ers, mentors, “parents,” coaches, encouragers, 
nurses, etc. Leaders sacrifice almost a 
month of their summer for the priv-
ilege of investing in young people. 

Great Commission Dream
BY NEIL GILLILAND
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Typically, the leaders are impacted as profoundly as the 
students. Some leaders have gone on to serve overseas 
because the Holy Spirit spoke to them about their deeper 
involvement in the Great Commission. Several leaders 
have remarked, “Even if we had to leave after the week 
of training this would have been well worth it.” One 
leader explained, “My daughter went on ETEAM, and I 
don’t know what happened, but we want to be part of it 
because of the change we saw in her.”

Our field hosts deserve a standing ovation for their sacri-
ficial commitment. They take a chunk from their sum-
mer schedule to host our students. They spend immea-
surable hours preparing to provide students with a rich 
cultural experience and opportunities to share the gospel. 
I don’t have enough words to adequately thank our mis-
sionaries for investing in the youth of our denomination. 
(In case some of you missionaries are reading this, thank 
you so very much).

From those early days until the present, ETEAM has 
grown enormously. One team has expanded to as many 
as 12 teams annually trained and sent out to encourage 

overseas workers and share the 
good news of the gospel. 
Foot on the accelerator, 
we sped forward with 
excitement at what God 
was accomplishing. Then, 
for ETEAM and the rest 
of the world, the foot was 
violently jerked from the 
accelerator to slam on the 
brakes. Only a few months 
before ETEAM 2020, the 
world began to shut down. 
IM was forced to make the 
heart-breaking decision to 

cancel ETEAM 2020. 
Sadness envel-

oped all of 
those in-
volved. 

We cinched up our belts and began planning for 2021. 
Regardless of what prognosticators said, we kept moving 
forward. Plans were put in place, teams selected, and 
leaders secured. As 2021 approached, hope flourished. 
The pandemic slowed in the U.S. We prayed borders 
would open by June, and the ETEAM ship could once 
again unfurl her flags and sail to the ends of the earth. 
But as each month led into another, the global pandemic 
did not slow. In some places, the situation only worsened. 
Little by little, international borders closed. Once again, 
we were forced to apply the brakes.

All international trips were canceled. Then, a ray of hope 
broke through. Pastor David Potete called and offered to 
host his team. He even offered to receive more students 
than usual. David and the Northwest FWB Church 
have proven major supporters, hosts, and cheerleaders for 
ETEAM. For many years now, we have had an ETEAM 
Chicago. The church always provides students with an 
amazing cross-cultural experience while ministering in 
the city of Chicago. This partnership remains a vital part 
of our ETEAM program. 

Once again, the program is back to one team. Instead of 
going to Brazil with Ken and Marvis, students boarded 
a plane to Chicago. No, it is not what we envisioned or 
wanted, but we are deeply grateful and indebted to David 
and his congregation. 

Across the years, it has been a joy to watch the program 
expand and develop. From the visionary Eagletons to 
the present coordinator, Hanna Mott, ETEAM shines 
a beacon of light for our denomination and her youth. 
What do we plan for 2022? Once again, we will move 
forward. We will plan like COVID doesn’t exist. Join us 
in praying next year will once again offer this unique op-
portunity for our teens and their leaders as we labor with 
the Body of Christ to fulfill the Great Commission.  

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Director of mobilization and member care for 
IM, Neil fills his spare time as a professor, counselor, writer, fish-
erman, and avid bluegrass fan. His most cherished role is “papa” 
to his grandson Jagger.

_______________________________________________
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AROUND THE WORLD

Friends of India Takes Lead in  
Oversight of India Work
Antioch, TN—After 70 years of 
service, Carlisle Hanna retired from 
overseas missionary work in March 
2021. His health no longer allows 
him to travel extensively or endure 
the hardships of life in his beloved 
India. As a result, the IM leadership 
team met multiple times throughout 
April and May 2021 with the Friends 
of India (FOI), a 501c3 non-profit 
organization based in South Carolina, 
to discuss how to best continue the 
established Free Will Baptist works in 
India. After much prayer, discussions, 
meetings, emails, and exchanges of 
ideas, the two organizations agreed 
FOI will oversee the works estab-
lished by Brother Hanna, his former 
missionary colleagues, and national 
believers.

The FOI board, comprised of pastors 
with a strong commitment to the 
ministries God has developed through 
FWBs in India, and IM have partnered 
for nearly 15 years.

Throughout that time, FOI clearly 
demonstrated its devotion to our Free 
Will Baptist works in India sponsoring 
building projects, purchasing motor-
bikes and bicycles for pastors and 
evangelists, providing support for 
pastors and evangelists, aiding believ-
ers, praying consistently, visiting India 
regularly, and more.

Dr. Don Hanna, son of Brother Carlisle 
and raised in India, serves as the 
President of the FOI board. His grasp 
of the language, understanding of 

the culture, relationship with national 
believers and leaders, understanding 
of the ministries, servant’s heart, and 
other factors make him the perfect 
person to oversee the ongoing works 
in India.

Don commented on the transition, 
saying, “I am grateful for the opportu-
nity to partner with IM. I have had the 
Lord’s call on my life for many years 
to help lead this work forward. There 
are many, and great, challenges. I 
have very large shoes to fill, so we 
covet your prayers and support as we 
move forward. I am grateful to each 
one of the Friends of India board for 
their commitment to our work. I am 
grateful for the opportunity to work 
with Brother Clint, as we work togeth-
er to reach the lost souls in India.”

General Director Clint Morgan stated, 
“IM’s commitment to India is un-

deniable. It was our first field and is 
now by far the largest in number of 
churches and believers. We rejoice 
that our long-term investment of per-
sonnel and resources has produced 
much fruit. At this historic juncture, 
we are convinced FOI is well placed 
to ensure the continuity and stability 
of the established ministries. I look 
forward to working with Dr. Don and 
FOI to continue our Free Will Baptist 
efforts to reach the 1.2 billion lost 
people in India.”

Funding for the ministries in India is 
greatly needed. FOI will set the bud-
get, send funds to India, and provide 
accountability. You can contribute 
directly to FOI or through IM. One 
hundred percent of funds sent to IM 
earmarked “Hanna, Rev. Carlisle—
Friends of India” will be sent to FOI.  

Schorsack Departs IM
Antioch, TN—On March 22, 2021, IM 
announced the end of Walt Schor-
sack’s journey with IM. Approved 
for a two-year internship in Japan in 
December 2019, Walt was unable to 
secure the necessary funding to serve.

Don Matchett, director of develop-
ment, noted, “This decision has no 
reflection on Walt or his desire to go 
to Japan. We are honored he came 

through our doors 
and pray he will 
find a means to 
serve in Japan.”

General Director 
Clint Morgan 
concurred, “God’s 
delay is not God’s denial. Please join 
us in praying for Walt’s transition and 
future Kingdom plans.”  
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Teague Selected President  
of French FWB Association

AROUND THE WORLD

France—Recently elected as the new 
president of the French Free Will Bap-
tist Association, Joel Teague stated, 
“I hope to encourage the churches, 
but also help strengthen and grow our 
denomination in France.”

He sees training, resources, commu-
nication, fellowship, and ordination as 
major needs of established congrega-
tions. Joel said, “We are creating an 
online training platform, with many 
different classes, to give each person 
in our churches the opportunity to 
grow in their knowledge of God and 
the Bible and be better equipped.”

Teague indicated the organization has 

no ordination system in place and is 
working to implement one. He cited 
books on Free Will Baptist doctrine as 
a pressing need. An IMpact Project, 
IMpact France—Discipleship and 
Training Program, has been estab-
lished to support translating and 
printing important Free Will Baptist 
doctrinal works. 

Acknowledging the last few difficult 
years, he specified the importance of 
the churches supporting and en-
couraging one another. He proposes 
joint church services and designated 
people to update each congregation 
on news and prayer needs of the 
other churches should foster better 

community among the established 
churches. Teague plans to address 
communication by sharing informa-
tion about the worldwide efforts of 
Free Will Baptists. He also wants to 
use social media and create a web-
site for the French FWB Association 
to convey “who we are and what we 
believe.” He also hopes to plant more 
churches in France.

Joel concluded, “I could sum it all 
up with encourage, strengthen, and 
grow. I know it’s a big task and may be 
too optimistic; but I choose to put my 
faith in God, not in my own abilities. 
We serve a great God and nothing is 
too big for Him or His kingdom.”  

April 2021 IM Board Meeting
Antioch, TN—The IM board met 
April 19-20, 2021, for its annual board 
meeting. 

Each director delivered reports from 
their respective areas of responsibili-
ties. CFO Rob Conley reported a solid 
financial situation. Auditor Tom Woo-
ten of Blankenship CPA Group passed 
IM, Inc. with a clean bill of health and 
complimented the finance team on 
a job well done. A motion carried to 
adopt the 2022 framework budget.

Other reports included: future plans, 
educational initiatives and leadership 
training, desire to open new fields, 
new and revised partnerships, the 

missionary process from application 
to field, approval of missionaries to 
return to their fields, and the approval 
of a national missionary internship/
partnership with Connect FWB 
Church in Russellville, Arkansas.

The board reflected on the retirement 
of Brother Carlisle Hanna who gave 
70 years of faithful service to mission 
work in India. Director of Field Per-
sonnel Curt Holland commented, “On 
April 1, 2021, for the first time in 70 
years, Brother Carlisle Hanna awoke 
without the responsibility of being a 
missionary with IM. Yet he will always 
be part of the IM family.”

Chairman Jeff Nichols stated, “It is 
amazing to see how God continued to 
bless IM ministries during COVID. To 
Him be the glory.”

Chairman Jeff Nichols, Vice Chair-
man Rodney Yerby, Secretary Mark 
Price, Casey Cariker, Rick Cason, Will 
Harmon, Darren Walker, and Camer-
on Lane attended. Janice Banks joined 
via Zoom.

General Director Clint Morgan, 
CFO Rob Conley, and directors Curt 
Holland, Danny Gasperson, Neil 
Gilliland, and Don Matchett partici-
pated. Director Kenneth Eagleton also 
attended via Zoom. 
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One of my fondest memories growing up was the time 
I spent at my grandparents’ house. My sister, brother,  
and I spent many afternoons at their house after 
school while my mom worked. I enjoyed watching tele-
vision with my Grandpa. He introduced me to the classic 
TV shows. One of our favorites was Batman, the classic 
version from the 1960s starring Adam West. I can see the 
words “Zoom,” “Pow,” and “Smack” flashing across the 
screen of my mind now. 

Whether it was the Penguin, the Joker, Mister Freeze, or the Riddler, there was no 
doubt who Commissioner Gordon and Chief O’Hara would turn to in their time of 

distress. There was no questioning the hero of Gotham City. It was Batman and his 
trusty sidekick, Robin. 

Whenever one of these dangerous criminals hit the streets, the first course of action 
for Gotham city officials was to put out the call to Batman. They did this using the 
“Bat Phone” in Commissioner Gordon’s office. On occasion, if these dastardly criminals 
struck at night, Commissioner Gordon or Chief O’Hara would race to the top of city 

hall and flash the “Bat Signal” into the sky hoping their hero would see it and help them. 
Without fail, Batman responded.

BY DEREK ALTOM
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Go to randallhouse.com/donate to watch  
“Looking for Heroes,” a video that can be shown in churches.

Randall House and 
D6 Family Min-

istry is blessed to 
have its own heroes. For 

over 80 years, Free Will 
Baptist people have seen and 

responded to the “signal in the 
sky.” They have come to the aid of 

men and women across the globe to 
help them in their time of need. 

Heroes responded by providing D6 cur-
riculum free of charge for Free Will Baptist church plant-
ers during the first two years of their church plant and at 
a 50% discount the two years after that. Heroes provided 
Bible study resources to military chaplains to aid them in 
teaching and training soldiers on the frontlines, protect-
ing our freedoms. They are heroes helping heroes. 

Heroes answered the call and enabled D6 curriculum 
to be translated into various languages and distributed 
across the globe, including restricted-access countries for 
use in the underground church. 

Additionally, heroes have provided resources for families 
to help them grow in their faith, practice generational dis-
cipleship, and carry the principles of Deuteronomy 6 into 
the future. These tools include the D6 App, the D6 Family 
Podcast, At-Home Bundles, and Splink, to name a few. 

Another way Randall House and D6 Family 
Ministry heroes save the day is through 

investing in leadership development. 
They courageously invest financial 

resources in helping the next gen-
eration prepare for service in their 
communities and in the local 
church. This is achieved through 
the national Youth Evangelistic 
Team (YET), CTS Ministry 

Expo, and Truth and Peace Stu-
dent Leadership Conference. 

They also help by providing a weekly 
resource, Top Reads for Busy Leaders. This 

free resource is provided weekly to leaders around the 
world, sending them the top articles in the fields of lead-
ership, church life, family, cultural trends, etc. 

One of the most significant ways Randall House & D6 
Family Ministry heroes impact the Kingdom of God 
is by supporting D6 International. In countries like 
Singapore, China, Indonesia, Malaysia, and France, the 
principles of Deuteronomy 6 are being planted in the 
hearts of church leaders. 

Thanks to Randall House & D6 Family Ministry heroes, 
believers are being built both in the church and in the 
home. Their faithful commitment to the principles of 
Deuteronomy 6 is seen through various ministries far 
and wide. They saw the need. They answered the call. 
They have become heroes.

I often hear the question, “Does my giving really make 
a difference?” As you can see, the answer is a resounding 
“Yes!” 

Heroes come in all shapes and sizes. They come from 
different backgrounds, levels of education, and various 
passions. Their faithfulness to be a Randall House & D6 
Family Ministry hero makes all the difference. 

Here is the question: “Will YOU be a HERO who makes 
these ministries possible?” 

Randall House & D6 Family Ministry is looking for 
men and women, boys and girls to invest their financial 
resources to ensure the principles of Deuteronomy 6 
continue to be championed for generations to come. We 
are looking for heroes to support leadership development 
and to invest in resources for the church and home. To 
become a Randall House & D6 Family Ministry hero, 
visit D6Hero.com to sign up or to get more information.

Will you join the ranks? Stay tuned to find out what 
happens next. Same Bat time. Same Bat channel.   

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Derek Altom serves as director of events for 
Randall House.

_______________________________________________
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LEADERSHIP WHITEBOARD

Leadership Quote
“When it comes to discipleship and evangelism, 
every day is more important than Sunday.” 
—Carey Nieuwhof

Recommended Book
The DNA of D6: Building Blocks  
of Generational Discipleship 
By Ron Hunter, Jr., Ph.D.

Chess or Checkers
BY RON HUNTER JR., PH.D.

Around first grade, my grandfather 
pulled out his checkerboard and 
taught me to play. As a great player, 
he even taught me to run his king 
out of the double corners. At age 
12, a friend introduced me to chess. 
Totally different games, each takes 
a different mindset and approach. 
Pawn to e4. These two games rep-
resent two leadership styles. Which 
one are you, chess or checkers? 

Checkers is fun, but you play with 
a series of actions and reactions. 
Every move reacts to a recent move. 
Inevitably, you will swap plays and 
pieces, and a couple of power moves 
will determine your game. Checkers 
leadership demonstrates a tactical 
style of being great at the imme-
diate, quick thinking, winning the 
moments, but hoping each indepen-
dent move leads to an overall win 
in the end. Let’s apply this to your 
church world. Youth ministry wants 
to do its own thing, and while the kids 
may love it, they never want to rejoin 
big church. Seniors distance them-
selves from all other ages for various 
reasons. Each move is strong on its 
own but lacks big-picture thinking. 

Chess, on the other hand, requires 
attention to the long game. Rook 
to a7. The mindset shifts from the 
immediate to several moves ahead. 

While checkers play is practical 
and tactical, chess is strategic and 
philosophical. Unlike checkers, chess 
pieces move in distinct and diverse 
ways, creating endless possibilities, 
much like the various ministries 
of your church. Chess leadership 
wants every ministry to work toward 
the same objective. Knight to c5, 
“check.” Chess leadership under-
stands reaching and teaching work 
in tandem. You can create chess-
like thinking in discipleship when all 
ministries create heart connections 
with all generations and help it work 
both at church and home. Children’s 
ministry compliments and connects 
to teen ministry. Teens work to pro-
duce amazing adults who also work 
to connect with all younger ages. 
Chess always applies the principles 
to your strategy. 

In the words of that great chess 
player (no, not Bobby Fischer or 
Beth Harmon) Jeb Bartlett (of West 
Wing fame), “See the board—the 
whole board.” You can’t be effective 
with one big play or even multiple 
isolated plays around the board. You 
strategize each move to complement 
the others, knowing one move leads 
to the next. Remember, tactics can 
generate short-term wins, but only 
strategy leads to effective leadership 
in ministry. Queen to h5, “Checkmate!” 

Which leadership style do you lead 
with, chess or checkers?  

_______________________________

About the Columnist: Ron Hunter Jr. has a 
Ph.D. in leadership and is CEO of Randall 
House Publications. You may contact him 
at ron.hunter@randallhouse.com.

_______________________________
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NEW

CTS MINISTRY EXPO

Guidelines

2022 CTS MINISTRY EXPO  
GUIDELINES
PRICE: $15.99   ISBN: 9780892655090
This book contains information related to rules, categories, and guidelines used in the CTS Ministry 
Expo from regional to national levels. Rules are important for any event, so we’ve put together this 
handy guide to help you navigate all the details of a CTS (Church Training Service) event. This book 
lists the many opportunities for students to participate in activities that increase biblical knowledge, 
refine their God-given abilities, and practice for future church ministry.
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U N LO C K T H E  T R E AS U R E  O F  A N C I E N T W I S D O M
Readings in Proverbs: Ancient Wisdom for a Modern 
Age introduces the reader to the basic elements of 
Hebrew poetry in the book of Proverbs and explains 
how the poetic structure helps understand and 
interpret the Proverbs. A better understanding of the 
ancient Proverbs enables the reader to glean practical 
wisdom for today and helps each of us be the person 
the Lord wants us to be: in short, wise and not a fool.

Robert E. Picirilli is an author, retired college 
professor, and a historian for the Free Will Baptist 
denomination. He completed his degrees at Welch 
College (B.A.) and Bob Jones University (M.A., Ph.D. 
and spent his career teaching and in academic 
administration at Welch, specializing in the Greek 
New Testament. He has authored or co-authored 
numerous books including Grace, Faith, Free 
Will; Discipleship: The Expression of Saving Faith; 
Teacher, Leader, Shepherd; and How We Get Our 

English Bible. He has also written several articles published in theological 
journals and served as the General Editor and frequent author for the 
Randall House Bible Commentary series. Dr. Picirilli lives in Nashville, 
Tennessee.

114 Bush Rd I Nashville, TN 37217 I randallhouse.com

®

800.877.7030

$15.99 USD
RELIGION/Bible Commentary/Old Testament

/Poetry & Wisdom Literature

READINGS IN PROVERBS
ANCIENT WISDOM FOR A MODERN AGE
BY ROBERT E. PICIRILLI, Ph.D.
PRICE: $15.99   ISBN: 9781614841272
Readings in Proverbs introduces you to basic elements of Hebrew poetry in the book of Proverbs. Picirilli ex-
plains how the poetic structure helps us understand and interpret the proverbs while providing non-technical 
explanations of key terms and concepts. Glean wisdom for today from this study of Old Testament poetry. 
Robert E. Picirilli is an author, retired college professor, and historian for the Free Will Baptist denomination.

FOR  K IDS  A N D  PARENTS

BAPTISM
FOR KIDS AND PARENTS
PRICE: $2.99   ISBN: 9781614841241
Baptism is an important next step for a child who has accepted Christ as his or her Savior. This booklet 
provides a simple yet thorough explanation of how to know if your child is ready for baptism. It also provides 
simple steps to follow and practical questions to ask as you gauge your child’s understanding of faith and 
baptism. Written by a pastor and children’s pastor, Baptism for Kids and Parents offers simple explanations and 
activities and gives a solid foundation of Scripture supporting who Christ is and why following Him in baptism 
is important.

1-800-877-7030 or www.randallhouse.com



BY BRENDA EVANS

A map is “a testimony of man’s faith in other men… A map says to you, ‘Read me 
carefully… without me, you are alone and lost’”—a few of Beryl Markham’s words 
in her memoir West With the Night. As a bush pilot from 1931-1936, Markham 
ought to know about maps. Flying a mostly wood and fabric airplane, she banked 
on maps while ferrying mail, supplies, and people into Kenya, Sudan, and Tanzania.

I won’t quibble with Beryl that maps are essential, nor 
disagree we are putting our faith in men and their tech-
nology. My husband Bill and I set great store in maps. 
We like them—both our iPhone maps and huge two 
by three feet paper ones with crazy lines and numbers 
everywhere, those annoying ones that defy my attempt 
to neatly refold.

I do quibble with Markham’s assumption that if you 
read a map carefully, you won’t get lost. Maps can fail 
you miserably. Just last month, the blue line on my iP-
hone led us every way except the right way. We stopped 
three times. (Who says a man won’t stop and ask?) 
Finally, a young mechanic with greasy hair and hands 

rolled out from under his car and gave us good direc-
tions. We made the wedding on time. 

Another failure was more miserable. The map was paper. 
We left a meeting in the mountains at 11:00 a.m. to take 
a scenic route home. According to the map, the usual 
five-hour trip would become a six-hour jaunt. We’d still 
be home long before dark. Our paper map showed a red 
interstate for a while, then a narrower red U. S. highway, 
followed by a black state road, several thin gray lines of 
numbered county roads, and finally another red line to 
take us home. Since I was driving the first leg, Bill plot-
ted the route on a notepad, laid the pad next to me, and 
reclined his seat to take a quick nap. 
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I whizzed along. Two red roads, the black, and finally the 
first thin gray line. No problem, though the gray line cer-
tainly was curvier than the map showed, with steep hills 
and cracked asphalt here and there. On the second gray 
line, I drove deeper into a dull brown and sunless woods. 
Not surprising. It was early March, no greening yet. 
But only a rare house was a surprise. Third gray line—I 
stopped, undecided. Bill’s note indicated a right turn onto 
699. There was a right turn, but no numbered sign. He 
roused. We checked, stayed straight, and watched for 699. 

Miles later, we still found no 699 sign and only left turns. 
Our thin gray line had become gravel, with deep potholes 
and patches of broken asphalt. Cracked and dried mud 
and scrubby grass edged the road, which soon narrowed 
from two lanes to one. No cell service, no vehicles, no 
utility lines, no houses. Several times I hit a bad pothole 
with a heavy thump.

“You’re going to knock off a wheel,” Bill warned.

“I can’t see them ‘til I hit them,” I muttered back. “Why 
don’t you drive?” 

“You’re okay. Keep going.”  

“Where are we?” I whined. 

Bill checked the paper map again and didn’t answer.

A shadow of fear began to grow. Our map had failed us, 
and the same for our cell service. When we left at 11:00 
a.m., we planned to go mostly north and slightly east for 
five or six hours and be home. Three devices still worked: 
gas gauge, wristwatch, and the car’s compass. Our gauge 
showed half full (good); my watch said 4:00 p.m. (we 
should have been almost home); but our compass was 
swinging every direction except steadily north. Lord, 
show us a path.

About 5:00 p.m., we saw a slim thread of blue smoke 
above the trees, then a tin roof and one-story house set 
back 50 feet from the dirt road. An attached garage held a 
bold warning sign in red and black: DANGER BEWARE. 
A yellow rope tied to slender stakes looped around the 
yard. On the left side a large black dog waited.

“Blow the horn,” Bill said, eyeing the dog and the open 
front door. Finally, a man appeared, standing mostly 
inside. Bill eased closer to the yellow rope. The dog lay 
still but ready. 

“Sir, I think we’re lost,” Bill said.

“Imagine you are,” the man answered without a smile, 
keeping his right arm inside the house—on a shotgun, I 
assumed.

“We’re looking for Highway 699.”

“Never heard of it.”

“What about a main road that goes north?”

“Down there about five miles,” the man bobbed in the 
direction we were headed. “Cross a bridge; turn left. Stay 
on that.”

“Thank you, sir.”

Back in the car, Bill stated the obvious: “He didn’t want 
company.”

“You see a shotgun?” I asked.

“Nope! Let’s go.”

Fifteen miles later, still no bridge, no house, no left turn, 
no main road—but a green creek joined us on our left, 
tumbling over rocks in the direction we were driving, 
like a trickle of hope. Bill disagreed.

“No, Babe, this is a Deliverance movie. Wild woods, 
green creek, no human beings. Meanness. The bad guys 
are coming. Just haven’t shown up yet.” 

Finally, we came to an elbow junction. Our choices? 
Go back (unthinkable) or bear left with the creek. We 
followed the creek. Our compass lit up: SW. Southwest! 
The direction we didn’t want to go. Home is north and 
a little east, I reminded the compass. The road improved 
slightly, less gravel. Across the creek, scattered remnants 
of a railroad track lay rusting in undergrowth, then a 
broken-down coal or gravel tipple, vine-swathed and long 
unused. Lord, show us a path.

Twilight, 6:30 p.m. The road straightened for a hundred 
yards, and we saw a building—white with a red roof, two 
pick-up trucks, and four human beings: men working 
on a third truck in a red-roofed garage. A small home set 
against the hillside 50 yards up. One of the men called 
off three growling dogs and met Bill halfway with direc-
tions: Straight ahead, then right, then left, and in the small 
town do a hard right. That would lead us to a red line on 
our map so we could find our way home.
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Free Will Baptist Foundation
877-336-7575  | www.fwbgifts.org

When businessman Clarence Lewis joined Randall House Publications 
as chief operating officer in 2002, it wasn't his first time with the department. 
In all, he served 17 years at the publisher—nine under Roger Reeds, eight under 
Ron Hunter. Clarence brought a unique blend of administration, problem  
solving, time management, and financial strategy to the ministry. Most of all, 
Clarence brought integrity. It was a trait that marked him in every area of his life, 
from home and work to sports and the deacon board at church. Michael Lytle, 
who followed him at Randall House, recalls, "Clarence had a keen financial sense 
and just knew how to run a business...Every place he worked was made better by 
his knowledge and wisdom. It was not all dollars and cents with Clarence, though. 
He truly cared about people and knew how to manage different personalities and treat 
everyone with respect while doing so."

Why not create your own lasting legacy through FWB Foundation?

A legacy of integrity...

Thank you, Lord, for human beings who smiled, held no 
shotguns, read “ lost” in our eyes, and told us a way.

We plunged on. The creek turned away from us, but the 
wild woods remained. Gradually, here a house, there 
a house. Then the little town’s four-way junction and 
our hard right turn. Dusk was closing in. Twenty miles 
further, orange cones and a barricade appeared without 
warning: Flood water. Road closed. I gave the wheel 
to Bill. He backed, spun in mud, maneuvered more, 
and pointed our nose back to the four-way junction and 
due north on our compass. In pitch-black night, we 
took whatever turns we could to stay mostly north, and 
finally bumbled into a red numbered road. At the hotel, 
my watch rolled to 9:30 p.m. Finally, after ten hours, we 
were “unlost.” 

These days, we laugh about those long hours on the thin 
gray lines, but not at what we learned. We are wiser about 
whose map we follow. Thin gray lines aren’t always what 
they seem to be, whether in the Appalachians, the 

Rockies, or in life. Roadblocks and spinning in the mud? 
Turn around; do a 180 .̊ Spiritually, it means repent and 
start over. 

As for compasses, a good one has at least 32 points, but 
all have four: N, E, S, W. On most, four ordinals fall 
halfway between: NE, SE, SW, NW. Along with more 
refined points. True north may point to the geographic 
North Pole, but not all roads run true north. You can 
count on that. 

My true True North is not found on a compass. It is a 
fixed point in the wild woods and spinning world: my 
faith, values, prayers, scriptural principles, and God’s 
precious promises. And when I’m lost on life’s thin gray 
lines, True North is always my guide home.  

_____________________________________________

About the Writer: When she finds her way home,  
Brenda Evans lives in Ashland, Kentucky. Contact her:  
beejayevans@windstream.net.

_____________________________________________



BROWN ON GREEN

The Impact of Grants
BY DAVID BROWN, CPA

Over the last five years, Free Will Baptist Foundation has 
created a tremendous impact on denominational minis-
tries through the grant program. Many seemingly impos-
sible projects have been completed, and the donor bases 
of several ministries have been inspired and motivated 
to support the projects receiving grants. Grants helped 
stabilize three struggling ministries during the COVID-19 
pandemic in 2020.  Since 2017, the Foundation has made 
grants totaling $2.6 million. The 2021 grants are listed 
below, along with a summary of how all grants have been 
distributed over the life of the program.

2021 Grants

1.  IM, Inc. — Bulgaria Church (Purchase Building)  . . .$100,000

2. Randall House (Book Binder) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75,000

3. IM, Inc. — Tanda School (Computer Lab) . . . . . . . . . . . . 56,250

4. IM, Inc. — Bondoukou School (School Roof)  . . . . . . . . 20,750

5. Camp Hope, IL (Renovations) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000

6. Cumberland Camp, TN (New Cabins) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000

7. Morganwood Camp, MS (Renovations) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,000

8. Camp Jacob, VA (Repair Dam) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15,500

9.  NAM — Reflection Ministries, HI  
(Mobile Church Equipment) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15,400

10. BOR (Reinvest Conference) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .15,000

11.  TN State Association (Summer Intern for  
State Director) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13,500

12.  NAM — Awaken Church, GA  
(Commercial Playground) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13,000

13.  NAM — Puerto Rico (Christian School Scholarships)  . 12,250

14.  NAM — Restore Church, VA (Facility Expansion) . . . . . 12,075

15. IM, Inc. — Japan (Social Media Project) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .12,000

16. NW Association, OR (Intern Project) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11,880

17. Family Ministries (Maternity Apartments) . . . . . . . . . . 10,000

18. Harmony Church, OK (Bible Distribution) . . . . . . . . . . . 10,000

19. Camp Niangua, MO (Renovations) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,590

20.  NAM — Summit Church, MT  
(Portable Sound System) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7,500

21.  NAM  — Flagship FWB Church, PA  
(Building Renovations) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7,000

22.  NAM — Grace City, CA  
(Special Needs Children Easter Egg Hunt) . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,500

23.  IM, Inc. — Ecuador (Equipment to Process  
Tea Leaves Harvest) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .5,600

24. Texas Mission Board (Hispanic Association) . . . . . . . . . 5,000

25. IM, Inc. — Spain (Nerf Ministry) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,755

26. IM, Inc. — Ecuador (Solar Power) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .2,450

   Total  $500,000

Since 2017, 41 ministries have received grants. The 
following is a summary of the ministries blessed by 
these grants (not exhaustive):

Welch College . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $600,000

IM, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 530,805

Randall House . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 315,000

Camps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 292,440

Other Colleges  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154,500

NAM  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 138,225

WNAC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 122,000

State Ministries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102,880

Children’s Home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .81,500

Local Churches  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78,000

BOR  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .62,650

ONE Magazine  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36,500

Rekindle  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35,000

About the Columnist: David Brown is director of Free Will  
Baptist Foundation. To learn more about the grants program,  
visit www.fwbgifts.org.
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BY ERIC K. THOMSEN

In fall 2020, the Committee on Denominational 
Research (CDR) sought information regarding 
ordination practices across the denomination. 
The survey received responses from 18 states and 
one Canadian province, representing 66 local 
(district or quarterly) and state associations.  
Of the respondents to the survey, 95% currently 
serve or previously served as part of the official 
ordination process for their local association  
or quarterly.

According to responses, these groups charged with ordination 
go by a variety of names: ordaining or ordination council, 
presbytery board, ordaining committee, examining commit-
tee, or credentials board, among others. For simplicity, this ar-
ticle simply refers to these various groups as “ordaining bodies” 
and those recommended for ordination as “candidates.”

Ordination
Free Will Baptists

and

LearnedWhat We About

A R E P O RT  FRO M  
TH E  CO M M IT TE E  O N  

D E N O M I NATIO NAL  R E S E ARCH
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Difficult Questions
The vast majority (83.3%) of ordaining bodies use a stan-
dard questionnaire to assess candidates for ordination. 
However, 56% of these ordaining bodies do not conduct 
criminal background checks, and another 21% indicat-
ed they are unlikely to do so. The same is true when it 
comes to finances, with 48% indicating no financial sta-
tus check and another 27% indicating they are unlikely 
to do so.

Interestingly, a majority (54.2%) of ordaining bodies 
do not meet (or are unlikely to meet) the candidate’s 
wife during the ordination process. And only 10.6% of 
ordaining bodies have a policy that requires meeting the 
candidate’s wife. Yet, a strong majority (76%) will not 
ordain someone who has been divorced, and 44.7% will 
not ordain anyone whose spouse has been divorced.

While some respondents indicate a preference for pastoral 
candidates to have a certain level of education, a wide 
majority of ordaining bodies (80.3%) place no educa-
tional requirements on ordination. At least one ordaining 
body requires candidates to complete required reading 
and training seminars during licensure.

Assessing Pastoral Qualifications  
(According to 1 Timothy 3)
Most ordaining bodies assess each candidate’s knowl-
edge of and commitment to Free Will Baptist doctrine 
through a series of questions administered through 
written applications or verbal interview (and both in 
many cases). They lean heavily upon the testimony of 
the recommending church or previous association when 
it comes to assessing whether a candidate meets biblical 
qualifications. 

Most indicate no “formal” assessment to gauge the 
candidate’s ability to preach and teach. Others make 
opportunity for the candidate to preach at an association-
al meeting (often corresponding to the meeting where 
the candidate is examined for ordination). A handful of 
ordaining bodies require the candidate to submit writ-
ten or recorded messages for members to review prior to 
in-person examination.

The same reliance on the testimony of the recommend-
ing church or previous association is also true when it 
comes to the candidate’s general leadership abilities, 
sober-mindedness, and ability to minister to the needs of 
others. Some boards require answers to questions regard-
ing ministry and life philosophy or present on-the-spot 
ministry scenarios to which the candidate must respond 
during written and oral interviews. Many respondents 
openly admit the need to “do a better job assessing these 
biblical qualifications” as an ordaining body. 

One association pairs each candidate with a “seasoned 
pastor for mentoring” over a set period of time, and then 
relies upon the recommendation of that minister regard-
ing ordination.

Transfers of Ordination
When a church or candidate requests transfer of ordi-
nation from another Free Will Baptist association, most 
ordaining bodies simply require a letter of good standing 
from that body. Others, however, contact the previous or-
daining body to make inquiries regarding the candidate. 
Several associations require those transferring ordination 
to follow the same rigorous process as new candidates. 

When a pastor (or ordaining body) requests transfer of 
ordination to another Free Will Baptist association, most 
ordaining bodies provide a letter of good standing, unless 
some known behavior or troubling church polity would 
prohibit good standing. Some associations take this a step 
further, interviewing the pastor’s most recent church be-
fore meeting as a board to take a formal vote on whether 
to recommend the candidate for transfer of ordination. 
One respondent noted about this process, “We don’t just 
rubber stamp them and send them on their merry way!”

The majority (65.6%) of ordaining bodies have ordained 
someone from another denomination by simply requiring 
these individuals to go through the steps required for or-
dination (although some do not include licensure due to 
experience). As noted earlier, most ordaining bodies lean 
heavily on questionnaires that include questions regard-
ing Free Will Baptist doctrine. In the case of someone 
from another denomination, extra attention is given to 

Ordination
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denominational distinctives. In addition, some ordaining 
bodies require a probationary year, extra vetting regard-
ing doctrine, ongoing supervision and reporting by local 
church leaders, or required reading in Free Will Baptist 
doctrine.

Discipline and Restoration
Discipline of ordained individuals is largely handled on 
a case-by-case basis. However, most ordaining bodies 
indicate the following general process for discipline: 
when an accusation is received, the accused has oppor-
tunity to respond (usually by a personal phone call or 
a visit by a member of the ordaining body or associa-
tional leadership). If the response is unsatisfactory, or 
if the seriousness of the accusation warrants, a second 
interview is conducted by a small group, committee, or 
board. Ultimately, the matter is presented to the larger 
association to determine officially whether ordination 
credentials will be revoked. One respondent notes the 
serious nature of this process, stating, “We have to act 
on accurate information and not hearsay.”

A limited number of ordaining bodies have an established 
plan of restoration for those who have been stripped of 
ordination for disciplinary reasons. Often taken on a 
case-by-case basis, these restoration procedures are varied. 
However, most seem to include the following: obvious re-
pentance, willingness to submit to restoration guidelines, 
ongoing counseling where warranted, regular accountabil-
ity, and a probationary period.

A Serious Process
While those surveyed openly admitted to room for 
improvement in the ordination process, their serious 
answers also make it clear ordination is something Free 
Will Baptists take seriously. 

To learn more about the CDR, or to read more survey 
results, visit www.nafwb.org/research.  

_____________________________________________

About the Writer: Eric K. Thomsen is managing editor of  
ONE Magazine. Email: eric@nafwb.org.

_____________________________________________
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NORTH AMERICAN MINISTRIES

-YEARLaunches

Strategic Plan5
Having a plan is an important step to getting things accomplished. 
In the summer of 2020, the NAM directors and board chairman 
met for a three-day staff retreat where we spent time in prayer and 
strategic planning. We developed a five-year plan involving all areas 
of NAM ministry. We gained so much momentum coming out of the 
retreat that many of the goals we set are already being accom-
plished. This strategic plan was officially released during the 2021 
National Convention in Memphis, Tennessee.

As we move into the fall 
of 2021, we are on our 
way to accomplishing 
many of these goals. We 
are thankful to God and 
to our entire department 
for their hard work, 
dedication, and passion 
to see NAM become 
the best it can be. We 
are also thankful for our 
partnering churches and 
individuals. We can’t do 
what we do without you. 
Please continue to pray 
for us as we move into 
the future and work to 
accomplish these goals.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT FWBNAM, VISIT FWBNAM.COM

  Increase total number of  
English-speaking church 
planters to 55

  Increase total numbers of 
Spanish-speaking church 
planters to 100

  Launch on-site church  
planter assessment center  
(Accomplished!)

  Translate ten Master’s Men 
Bible studies into Spanish

  Create and launch a  
national Master’s Men  
Retreat

  Develop and launch a  
youth training program  
for teen boys through  
Master’s Men

  CELF to exceed $100  
million in investments  
(Currently over $90M!)

  Increase number of  
chaplains (active and  
in process) to 20

  Double the number of 
churches giving to NAM

  Increase general fund  
contingency to $1 million

Someone from our department would love to come to your church or district/state association to 
share the mission, vision, and updates for North American Ministries. If we can assist you in any 
way, please let us know. Call us at 877-767-7674.

The goals include:



“For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, saith the Lord,  
thoughts of peace and not of evil, to give you an expected end” (Jeremiah 29:11).

The place is Murray-Calloway County Hospital (MCCH),  
in Murray, Kentucky. I am sitting in a hospital room this 
midweek morning visiting with a patient. I have the priv-
ilege of visiting 90-120 hospital patients from the com-
munity of Murray every week. I am honored to represent 
the Lord Jesus Christ to all patients and visiting families, 
many who allow me to stay beyond an introduction and 
business card. Around 80-90% will allow a visit, share 
their hearts and concerns, and most are open to a word of 
prayer upon departure.  

This late winter morning, I am not visiting just another 
patient. This patient is a U.S. Marine Corps veteran. By 
the way, marines no longer serving on active duty still 
consider themselves marines. In fact, I must confess I’ve 
rarely met a veteran unwilling to serve this nation again, 
if called upon, regardless of physical condition. Thus, I 
might be a retired U.S. Army Chaplain (Major), but I 
also have various lapel pins and shirts that identify me 
as a soldier for life. I couldn’t agree more. “I used to be a 
soldier” is NOT a part of my vocabulary. 

This soldier has now served more than two years in hos-
pital ministry as a chaplain on the pastoral care team at 
MCCH. I thank the Lord I received the required train-
ing in hospital chaplaincy through my clinical pastoral 
education course (CPE) at the Walter Reed Army Medi-
cal Center in Washington, D.C., during 2010-11. 

For those unfamiliar with hospital ministry, it is not for 
the faint of heart. I have served, prayed with, and become 
friends with thousands of patients, many whose funerals 
I later attended or 
helped officiate. 
I often become 
too attached to 
patients who 
regularly invite 
me back to their 
hospital room for 
visits and prayer, 
especially as their 
lives on this Earth begin to wind down. Losing patients 
who become friends here at MCCH is hard, but I am 

Soldier 
 For Life

BY JOHN CAREY

“I used to be a 
soldier” is NOT 

a part of my 
vocabulary.
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thankful for 
the opportunity to 
share Jesus with many, and 

even more thankful to see 
some accept Jesus Christ as Lord 

and Savior. Additionally, I have seen 
many other patients draw closer to the Lord as 

their time of death draws near. 

Can this soldier for life make a quick suggestion? Please 
take time to support the veterans and chaplains in your 
church through prayers and your gratitude, checking 
often to make sure they are okay. A simple thank you or 

a cup of coffee can work wonders. The same 
is true for retired missionaries and pastors 

as well. Their service may have diminished 
somewhat with time and age, but their desire 

to serve never ends until God calls them home. 
They are soldiers for life in God’s army.

May God bless you! It has always been my honor to rep-
resent and support my Free Will Baptist denomination, 
my soldiers, and now, my hospital patients, staff, and 
fellow veterans.  

_______________________________________________

About the Writer: Former military chaplain John C. Carey serves 
as staff chaplain at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Learn 
more about Free Will Baptist chaplain ministry: fwbnam.com.

_______________________________________________



REFRESH

Essential Systems
BY BRAD RANSOM

Church health is dependent on the 
blessing of the Holy Spirit, but the 
church also must establish a long-
term plan. Every church must have 
eight essential systems in order to 
ensure everything gets done. Below 
is a bullet point outline of the eight 
systems. Each is a massive under-
taking to develop, flesh out, and 
execute. Each system should be 
clearly defined, developed, and dis-
tributed so every leader and church 
member knows how it works.

System # 1 – Outreach

This includes everything your 
church does to introduce your 
church to the community, includ-
ing web services (website, social 
media), marketing and advertising, 
printing, events, and more. 

System #2 – Assimilation 

Assimilation begins with first 
impressions and includes follow up 
with guests (phone calls, emails, 
texting, mail pieces, etc.) How does 
your church encourage first time 
guests to become second and third 
time guests to regular attenders? 
How does your church intentionally 
make this process happen? This is 
where discipleship begins and con-
tinues in system #3.

System #3 – Teaching

Teaching includes small group Bible 
study (Sunday School, life groups, 
etc.), pulpit ministry, children and 
youth ministry, special events (VBS, 
conferences, seminars, etc.), new 
believer’s classes, personal disciple-
ship, and all other areas of teaching.

System #4 – Worship Planning

This includes stage décor, order of 
service, sermon topics or series, 
sermon research and preparation.

System #5 – Stewardship (Finan-
cial Policies)

Important financial policies include 
budgeting, reporting to donors, 
setting up financial accountability, 
creating multiple ways for people to 
give (cash, check, online, app, etc.), 
policies regarding raising money 
and giving towards special events, 
capital giving, missions, Christian 
education, local community projects 
and services, etc.

System #6 – Member Care

Member care includes caring for 
the flock—sick, shut-ins, widows/

orphans, needy and hurting (coun-
seling). Does all of this fall to the 
pastor? Deacons? Other leaders, 
group leaders, etc.? 

System #7 – Leadership

Think of this in terms of ALL people 
involved in ministry. Do you have 
a hiring policy for paid staff? Does 
your church have a policies and pro-
cedures handbook? How do you re-
cruit volunteers? What is expected? 
How does the church relieve people 
of duties? Who has authority? How 
are leaders trained and evaluated? 

System #8 – Evaluation

What is the evaluation process for 
everything that happens in your 
church? What is the process for 
change? What “power” does the 
pastor have? Deacons? Who can 
make changes?

All of these systems must be 
determined and carried out for the 

EVALUATION

ASSIMILATION

OUTREACH

MEMBER
CARE
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REFRESH

church to be healthy. If your church 
does not have a well-thought-out 
plan and a way to execute the plan, 
it cannot be carried out. Having 
well-established systems eliminates 

the guess work about getting things 
done.

For more information, watch a video 
seminar on this important subject: 
https://vimeo.com/531463420

 _______________________________

About the Columnist: Dr. Brad Ransom is 

director of church planting and chief train-

ing officer for North American Ministries. 

Contact Brad: brad@nafwb.org. 

_______________________________

 

PASTOR'S BOOT CAMP

 

OCTOBER 4 - 5, 2021 | ANTIOCH, TN

 

REGISTRATION IS FREE, BUT SPACE IS LIMITED. 

TO REGISTER EMAIL NAM@NAFWB.ORG 
OR 

CALL 615-760-6138

Practical Training for Every Pastor

WORSHIPPLANNING

OUTREACH

TEACHING
STEWARDSHIP

LEADERSHIP
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INTERSECT

Taste and See, That the Lord  
Is Good, Part Two
BY MATTHEW MCAFFEE

PSALM 34:6-9
As we learned in the previous issue, 
Psalm 34 is a beautifully written 
psalm of thanksgiving, a Hebrew 
poem and acrostic of the Hebrew 
alphabet. Verses 6 and 7 reminded 
us the Lord helps the humble. Just 
as He helped the hapless Hebrews 
through the Exodus, He helps us 
through His presence and salvation: 
“The angel of the Lord encamps 
around those who fear him.”

Taste and see (verses 8-9). With 
the truth of God’s presence in mind, 
verse 8 urges the reader to taste and 
see that the LORD is good. This is a 
matter of experience. Experience is 
not the only means of verifying the 
presence of God in our lives, but it 
is a valid test. The psalmist invokes 
food imagery here, comparing the 
delights of the LORD with tasty deli-
cacies that enliven the taste buds. 

Keep in mind, this statement does 
not deny the reality of lament, since 
the psalmist likely experienced the 
difficulty of waiting on the Lord in 
adversity. Indeed, he did experience 
adversity, because he cried out to 
the Lord. We must not separate 
the statement, “Taste and see that 
the Lord is good,” from the difficult 
circumstances from which these 
words were uttered. We often fail 

to understand the goodness of the 
Lord until we experience the distress 
of waiting on Him in trouble. 

Blessed is the man who takes refuge in 
him. Why would we need refuge if 
the follower of God experienced no 
trouble? Obviously, the godly suffer 
distress many times while seeking 
to live godly lives. The latter verses 
of this psalm remind us, “Many are 
the afflictions of the righteous, but 
the LORD delivers him from them 
all” (verse 20). We must define 
blessing in a biblical way, not a 
modern, materialistic, success-ori-
ented way. Blessing comes from the 
LORD’s presence. This is why David 
could say when facing the valley of 
the shadow of death, “You prepare 
a table before me in the presence 
of my enemies” (Psalm 23:5). The 
table represents the paradox of eat-
ing a wonderful meal in the LORD’s 
presence while enemies press in on 
all sides. This is what God’s pres-
ence does in our lives. 

Taste and see that the Lord is good! 
Even when life is bad. 

Fear the Lord (verse 9). As Solo-
mon clarified at the beginning of 
his proverbs, “The fear of the LORD 
is the beginning of knowledge, but 
fools despise wisdom and instruc-
tion” (Proverbs 1:7). What should 

I do when distress comes against 
me? Fear the Lord. What does it 
mean to fear the LORD? The fear  
of the LORD is the first step down 
the road of obedience to God’s 
commands. The psalmist antici-
pates the: “Who is the man who 
delights in life, who loves days to 
see good?” (verse 12). Here is what 
that person does:

•    Guards the tongue from evil  
and falsehood (verse 13).

•    Turns from evil to do good  
(verse 14a).

•    Pursues peace (verse 14b).

When distress comes against you, 
it is time to fear the Lord. It is time 
to guard your tongue from evil and 
falsehood. It is time to turn from 
evil and practice the good, noble, 
and excellent. It is time to avoid 
strife and pursue peace with your 
whole heart. This is how we should 
respond to trouble. And trouble will 
come.

Where are you today? Are you 
troubled and downcast? You are not 
alone. Keep waiting on the LORD. 
Cry out to Him, and He will hear 
you. There is an inexorable link be-
tween the fear of the LORD and the 
presence of the LORD in our lives. 
Often, we struggle with knowing 
the presence of the Lord because we 
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INTERSECT

do not faithfully 
practice the fear 
the Lord. The only 
way to experience the 
bountiful banquet in the presence of 
the Lord is by fearing the Lord. It is 
the beginning of all knowledge and 
understanding. 

Some reading this article may need 
to recommit to a life of obedience 
in the presence of the Lord. Your 
obedience is not the means of God 
accepting you; it is your response to 
God accepting you in Christ. Others 
may be staring into the valley of 
the shadow of death. You are living 
in the fear of the Lord, yet troubles 
have surrounded you. Be encour-
aged. Many are the afflictions of 
the righteous, but the Lord delivers 
them from them all. Hold on. Taste 
and see the goodness of the Lord, 
even in adversity. The angel of the 
Lord encamps around those who 
fear Him.

The world is in disarray: political 
unrest, pandemic, economic un-
certainty, emotional distress, and 

anxiety. Recent days are unlike any 
others in most of our lifetimes. It  
often feels the bottom of everything 
is about to fall out. But we know 
from Scripture, that is not the way 
the Lord works. He is Lord of history. 
Even in the midst of distress and 
utter chaos, He is working, often 
quietly in the background. Note the 
comforting words of Psalm 93:1-2: 
“Yes, the world is established; it 
shall never be moved. Your throne 
is established from of old; you are 
from everlasting.” 

God is never surprised by our 
circumstances. He is not caught 
off guard by our distress. Today is 
a time to draw near to our loving 
Lord in humility, to taste of His 
goodness, and to live lives of fear 
and devotion to Him. We must not 
place our confidence in the false 
narratives of the world or listen to 
the lies of a sinful heart in despair 
and discouragement. It is time for 

truth, anchoring our soul in His 
peace that alone can calm our trou-
bled souls.

It is good to know that in times of 
difficulty and discouragement, we 
can rest assured one day we will 
look back on this moment and say 
with the psalmist:

This poor man cried out and  
the LORD heard;

And from all his distresses  
he rescued him.

Taste and see that the LORD  
is good;

Blessed is the man who trusts  
in him.  

_______________________________

About the Columnist: Dr. Matthew 
McAffee is provost and professor of  
biblical studies at Welch College:  
mjmcaffee@welch.edu. 

_______________________________
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BY J. MATTHEW PINSON

Fighting

Slowing the Momentum of the Secular Left Against the  
First Amendment Rights of Traditional Religious Colleges

A recent lawsuit filed by the Religious Exemption Accountability Project against the 
U.S. Department of Education took aim at the funding of colleges and universities 
with policies that prohibit LGBT conduct.

The class action lawsuit named 25 conservative religious colleges including Bay-
lor, Bob Jones, Westmont, Fuller, Union, Liberty, and Lipscomb. Specifically, 
the suit holds that the Department of Education should not allow such schools 
to claim religious exemptions to orders and statutes prohibiting discrimination 
against LGBT individuals.

The timing of the suit is obvious in light of the recent passage of the Equality Act by the U.S. 
House and the introduction of the Bill in the U.S. Senate. It reveals the careful strategy of the 
LGBT lobby to silence traditional religious groups and their institutions from the public square, 
when their sincerely-held religious beliefs limit homosexual and transgender identification or 
behavior.

Free Will Baptists need to understand the seriousness of this assault on First Amendment 
freedoms. Students from most Evangelical, Catholic, Orthodox, Mormon, Jewish, and  
Muslim colleges, universities, and K-12 schools with traditional views on sexuality and  
gender receive funding from the federal government. Many of these schools would be  

First Amendment
for the
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forced to close their 
doors if students were deprived 
of these funds, since many of these students 
could no longer afford to attend these institutions.

This situation represents the first in what is sure to be 
a long line of attempts by the secular left to drive these 
institutions out of operation. LGBT rights groups have 
openly declared their intentions to go beyond removal of 
Title IV funding from the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion and continue toward the removal of tax exemption, 
the removal of all forms of federally recognized accredita-
tion, and more.

In short, this powerful lobby believes that policies 
precluding LGBT conduct are the same as excluding 
people on the basis of racial or ethnic identity. If this ap-
proach takes hold in the wider political culture, soon all 
non-profit institutions with traditional beliefs regarding 
sexual morality and gender identity will be deprived of 
their historic First Amendment rights to the free exercise 
of their religion.

What Can I Do?
What can an ordinary Free Will Baptist do to counter-
mand this situation?

Educate yourself. I recommend that you familiarize 
yourself with the current conversation on these issues. 
One helpful resource is The Briefing by Dr. Albert 
Mohler, a daily update on this and other critical matters 

concerning Christians and culture. Also helpful is the  
Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF), the legal organiza-
tion that has successfully argued so many religious liberty 
cases before the U.S. Supreme Court. This organization 
provided legal counsel for Welch College in 2019 when 
the college came under fire for its traditional Christian 
stance on sexuality and gender. I strongly recommend 
ADF.

Other good organizations defending religious liberty and 
providing helpful resources include Dr. David Black and 
the Religious Liberty Coalition and David Gibbs III and 
the National Center for Life and Liberty.

Exercise your rights as a citizen in a representative 
democracy. Exercise your influence as a citizen by kindly 
and humbly communicating with your U.S. represen-
tatives and senators and state legislators. Keep them 
informed of the impact of the Equality Act and similar 
initiatives on the existence of traditional religious non-
profits. This includes colleges, universities, K-12 schools, 
and thousands of other religious nonprofits that save the 
state billions of dollars each year in costly educational 
and social services.

Political engagement exists in the context of broader 
cultural engagement and does not function in a vacu-
um. Yet we have the ability to exercise the rights of our 
citizenship in a democratic republic that governs through 
representative democracy.

Unfortunately, the religious liberty community does 
not have as loud a voice as many other liberal or even 
conservative interest groups. Consider, for example, the 
LGBT lobby, the environmental lobby, and even the 

Amendment I    
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting 

the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press;  
or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the  

Government for a redress of grievances.

Ratified into the Constitution of the  
United States of America on December 15, 1791
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gun rights or pro-life lobbies. Elected representatives are 
kept apprised of what those groups deem important. It is 
incumbent for us as Christians to communicate concerns 
about religious liberty to our elected representatives on 
the federal and state levels.

Particularly, traditional religious people need to make 
their elected representatives aware of the effect the Equal-
ity Act would have on religious liberty. It would be the 
most sweeping legislation threatening religious freedom 
in the history of the U.S. If the act passes, most tradi-
tional colleges, schools, social service agencies, and other 
non-profits sponsored by traditional churches, denomina-
tions, synagogues, and mosques simply could not survive.

For example, the accreditation of traditional religious 
colleges, schools, and seminaries, whose deeply held re-
ligious beliefs prohibit their hiring of LGBT individuals 
and admitting of LGBT students, would be endangered. 
Furthermore, student access to Title IV funds would be 
eliminated. Thus, such institutions, which have saved the 
states billions of dollars and have educated citizens and 
community leaders for decades—even centuries—would 
immediately be forced out of business.

This is because the Equality Act explicitly states organi-
zations will not be protected by the Religious Freedom 
Restoration Act (RFRA) of 1993. RFRA was introduced 
by Congressman Chuck Schumer of New York. Passed 
unanimously in the U.S. House, with only three dis-
senting votes in the U.S. Senate, it was eagerly signed by 
President Bill Clinton. This act guarantees the freedom 
of conscience for traditional religious people promised 
in the First Amendment. Yet the Equality Act would do 
away with these protections.

Even elected representatives who do not share our deeply 
held religious beliefs need to be made aware of the valu-
able role traditional religious colleges, schools, adoption 
and other social services agencies, and religious non-prof-
its have long played in our society. They need to under-
stand clearly the existential threat this entire sector faces 
should the Equality Act pass.

Financial support. Concerned churches and individuals 
also can increase charitable giving to institutions like 
Welch College. Christian colleges and universities stand 
to lose the most the fastest as a result of the momentum 

the LGBT lobby is gaining.

Quite simply, if the Equality Act passes, the only thing 
that will ultimately sustain Welch is the financial support 
of its denominational, church, alumni, and donor base. 
This financial support has never been so important. Its 
increase is the greatest bulwark against the loss of Title 
IV funds and tax exemption.

Speak the truth in love. Love is the final apologetic, 
as Francis Schaeffer used to say. If we are not careful to 
love individuals whose human flourishing and spiritual 
lives are being harmed by LGBT ideology, and show that 
love observably, we will not have the right, spiritually, to 
speak the truth we say we believe.

In this regard, I highly recommend the writings of Ro-
saria Butterfield, an evangelical pastor’s wife who used to 
be a lesbian critical theory professor. Dr. Butterfield came 
to faith as a result of the humble, hospitable witness of 
a conservative evangelical pastor and his wife in a small 
congregation.

This pastor, his wife, and their church bore witness to the 
truth of Holy Scripture regarding what kind of sexual 
identities and relationships honor God and His creative 
design and foster human flourishing. They were loving 
and kind and hospitable to Butterfield and her friends, 
who were at the vanguard of the LGBT movement.

Pray. Ask God to provide wisdom for people in leader-
ship. Ask Him to help legislators on the federal and state 
levels to understand what is at stake with the Equality 
Act and other initiatives that jeopardize the First Amend-
ment rights of every citizen.

And pray for God to renew faithful churches that con-
fidently teach and model the doctrine and practice the 
Spirit gives us in His Word, speak the truth in love, and 
spread the gospel of Christ, which is the power of God to 
salvation to everyone who believes.  

_____________________________________________

About the Writer: J. Matthew Pinson is president of Welch 
College and chairman of the Free Will Baptist Commission for 
Theological Integrity. Learn more: www.Welch.edu.

_____________________________________________
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AT WELCH COLLEGE

  Welch College Graduates 68 
During May 7 Commencement

Welch College conferred degrees on 
68 graduates for the class of 2021 
and recognized 26 recipients of 
degrees from the class of 2020 on 
Friday, May 7, according to Provost 
Matthew McAffee.

The college held two commence-
ment ceremonies in the Student Ac-
tivities Center. Attendees for both 
ceremonies were scaled back due to 
COVID-19 social distancing proto-
cols. Both ceremonies accommodat-
ed additional guests with overflow 
seating for livestream coverage in 
Celorio Auditorium.

During the 10:00 a.m. ceremony, 
the institution awarded all bache-
lor’s degrees to the Class of 2021. In 
the 2:00 p.m. ceremony, the college 
granted associate’s and master’s 
degrees for graduates of 2021 and 
recognized participants from the 
graduating Class of 2020.

Dr. Steve Lemke, Vice President 
of Institutional Effectiveness and 
Provost Emeritus at New Orleans 
Baptist Theological Seminary, deliv-
ered the commencement address 
for both ceremonies. He challenged 
graduates to pursue their vocational 
aspirations as a spiritual calling. All 
graduates, regardless of major, he 
said, are being sent out on mission 
to make a difference in the world for 
the kingdom of Christ.

President Matt Pinson recognized 
Dr. Ron Callaway on his retirement 

from the faculty, the longest-serv-
ing Missions/Intercultural Studies 
professor in Welch history. The 
president also recognized Dr. 
Thurman Pate, former chair of the 
Teacher Education Department, for 
his retirement from the faculty in 
May 2020. 

Other retiree recognitions included 
long-time Christian Service Director 
John Murray, who served three de-
cades in this post after missionary 
service; former Director of Online 
Studies Allan Crowson, former Di-
rector of Cleaning Operations Ernie 
Thomson; and Special Assistant to 
the President Dr. Charles Lea.

The college commends to you and 
to the work of the Lord the members 
of the 2021 and 2020 graduating 
classes.

Class of 2021

Associate of Science Degrees

Laura Ann Boivin 
Gallatin, TN 
Early Childhood

Lee Ann Branch 
Darlington, SC 
Business

Katelynn Grace Chandler 
De Soto, MO 
Biology

Rebekah Elaine Ammini Chapman 
Hannibal, MO 
Biology

Julianna Celeste Foster 
Hendersonville, TN 
Biology

Kelli Savannah Kelly 
Fayette, Alabama 
Business

Halle Beth Lewis 
Norman, OK 
Biology

Shelby Louise Owens 
La Vergne, TN 
Biology

Ashleigh Marlene Sage 
Wilson, NC 
Biology

Lillian Claire Simpson 
Hendersonville, TN 
Biology

Kalena Elaine Taylor 
Dover, TN 
Teacher Education for Early  
Childhood

Naomi Duran Vazquez 
Bethpage, TN 
Biology

Associate of Arts Degrees

Loren Danielle Craig 
Hermitage, TN 
Teaching

Joy Faith Green 
Pleasant Shade, TN 
Teaching

Abigail Lynn Myers 
Flat Rock, MI 
Teaching
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Bachelor of Science Degrees

Emily Elizabeth Abel* 
Hendersonville, TN 
Child Development and Learning

Justice J. Alameda 
Chattanooga, TN 
Psychology

Catherine Rose Blades*** 
Cedar Hill, TN 
Biology

Kenae Ashley Briggs 
Chesterfield, VA 
Psychology

Adam William Brown*** 
Eldorado, IL 
Theological Studies

Mikaela Deanna Bullard** 
Virginia Beach, VA 
Psychology

Blake Christopher Chandler*** 
Westmoreland, TN 
Business Administration

Makenzie Grace Crain* 
Portland, TN 
Psychology

Michaela Roshele Easley*** 
Dickson, TN 
Early Childhood

James Wilson Gates 
Pleasant View, TN 
Exercise Science

Hannah Katherine Gorrell** 
Scott Depot, WV 
Biology Education

Allyson Kate Greenwood* 
Nashville, TN 
Elementary Education

Stacey Young Haralson 
Nashville, TN 
Theological Studies

Rachel DeAnn Hastings 
Owasso, OK 
Business Administration

Kelsey Renee Horton** 
Ashland City, TN 
Child Development and Learning

Bryan Thomas Houser*** 
Chesterfield, VA 
Music Performance

Jami Miranda Howell** 
Chipley, FL 
Psychology

Daniel Elmore Hunter* 
Tuscaloosa, AL 
Biology

Margaret Grace Jackson 
Algood, TN 
Theological Studies

Tyler Jordan Justice 
Greenville, NC 
Business

Samuel Arden Lane* 
Bluff City, TN 
Psychology

John Andrew McClure 
Pleasant View, TN 
Music Performance

Destinee Autumn Payne*** 
Box Elder, SD 
Child Development and Learning

Jonathan McGuire Payne*** 
Ina, IL 
Theological Studies

Ashlee Rose Presley* 
Oak Ridge, TN 
Psychology

Laurel Madelyn Woodis Pruitt** 
White House, TN 
Child Development and Learning

Elaine Taylor Park Pugh* 
Gallatin, TN 
Psychology

Kendal Lee Ryan*** 
Ina, IL 
English, Secondary Education

Ashley Rae Sammons 
Westerville, OH 
Psychology

Jim Bryson Taylor 
Roan Mountain, TN 
Theological Studies

William Garry Walker* 
Spruce Pine, AL 
Theological Studies

Rebecca Lynn Wall* 
Belmont, NC 
Psychology

Kullen Reece Williams*** 
Antioch, TN 
Theological Studies

Emily Claire Wise* 
Lebanon, TN 
Psychology

Andrew Bryant Yerby** 
Fayette, AL 
Business Administration

Elizabeth Ann Yerby** 
Madison, AL 
Child Development and Learning

Bachelor of Arts Degrees 

Hailey Savannah Boyer* 
Fredericktown, MO 
English

Hannah Katherine Goucher** 
Hernando, MS 
Intercultural Studies

Taylor Melayne Pate** 
Lake Butler, FL 
Intercultural Studies

Kasey L Perry 
Goldsboro, NC 
English

Mallie Scott Sharenberger*** 
Elmwood, TN 
History

Jonathan Brooks Truett* 
Kinston, NC 
Pastoral Ministry
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Bachelor of Music Education

Summer Dawn Walker** 
Depew, NY 
Music Education

Master of Arts Degrees

Derek Allen Altom 
Old Hickory, TN 
Theology and Ministry

Russell Douglas Houske 
Gallatin, TN 
Theology and Ministry

Joshua Allen Hunter 
Pleasant View, TN 
Theology and Ministry

Lazaro Riesgo 
Miami, FL 
Theology and Ministry

Matthew Wayne Rose 
Coeburn, VA 
Theology and Ministry

Carl David Short 
Blue Springs, MO 
Theology and Ministry

Master of Arts in Teaching  
Degrees

Jennifer Trice Morrison 
Gallatin, TN 
Special Education

Carrigan Taylor Pate 
Hendersonville, TN 
Teaching

Hannah Elizabeth Postlewaite 
Christiansted, VI 
Teaching

Maredith Claire Ryan 
Hendersonville, TN 
Instructional Leadership 

 

*** Summa Cum Laude – 3.75
** Magna Cum Laude-3.50
* Cum Laude-3.25
† Not Present  

The graduates from the class of 
2020 were listed in the Octoe-
ber-November 2020 issue of ONE 
Magazine. 
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D6 Curriculum Receives 13 EPA AwardsD6 Curriculum Receives 13 EPA Awards

IN PUBLICATION

During the recent Evangelical Press 
Association conference, Randall 
House D6 curriculum devotional 
magazines earned three Awards 
of Merit in the Youth category for 
Adventure Guide, Explorer’s Guide, 
and Velocity; and three Awards of 
Merit in the Devotional category for 
Forward, Fusion Family, and Fusion 
Next. Fusion Family received a sev-
enth Award of Merit in the category 
for Most Improved. 

Six Higher Goals awards for writing 
were also earned, including 1st place 
– Fiction by Derek Lewis in Explorer’s 
Guide and 1st place General Article 
- Medium by Phylicia Masonheimer 
in The Brink.  

Randall House Purchases Binder MachineRandall House Purchases Binder Machine
Randall House purchased a new 
perfect binder machine with a grant 
received from the Free Will Baptist 
Foundation, enabling the publisher 
to bind books in-house. Because the 
full book publishing process—print-
ing, binding, and shipping—can now 
be completed entirely within the 
walls of Randall House, the process 
is less expensive and more time- 
efficient.  

The Brink 
Editorial 

FOURTH PLACE 

From the Editor 

David Jones 

Explorer’s Guide 
Fiction 

FIRST PLACE 

Tales from Explorer’s Academy: Class Captain 

Derek Lewis, Janiece Waldrop, Sondra Blackburn, 
Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

EXPLORER'S GUIDE :  
1ST PLACE — FICTION 

THE BRINK :  
1ST PLACE —  
GENERAL ARTICLE,  
MEDIUM 

The Brink 
General Article: Medium 

FIRST PLACE 

Why Self-Help Christianity Doesn't Help 

Phylicia Masonheimer 

Velocity 
Interview Article 

THIRD PLACE Live Original: An Interview With Sadie Robertson David Jones, Sadie Robertson, Nic Dennis, 
Carol Reid, Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Forward 

Interview Article 

SECOND PLACE 

"There Has to be More": An Interview With Justin Jackson 

David Jones, Justin Jackson, Nic Dennis, 

Carol Reid, Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Fusion Family 
Infographic 

SECOND PLACE 
Spending Time 

Carol Reid, Sondra Blackburn, David Jones, 
Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Velocity 

Youth (P) 

Carol Reid, Nic Dennis, David Jones, 

Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Adventure Guide 

Youth (P) 

Janiece Waldrop, Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Fusion Family 

Most Improved (P) 

Carol Reid, David Jones, Sondra Blackburn, 

Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Explorer’s Guide 

Youth (P) 

Janiece Waldrop, Sondra Blackburn, 

Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Fusion Family 

Devotional (P) 

Carol Reid, David Jones, Sondra Blackburn, 

Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

Forward 

Devotional (P) 

Carol Reid, David Jones, Nic Dennis, 

Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 

FUSIONext 
Devotional (P) 

Carol Reid, David Jones, Sondra Blackburn, Andrea Young, Katie Greenwood 
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L E A D I N G  I S  S E R V I N G .  L E T  T H E  J O U R N E Y  B E G I N !

A  S T U D E N T  L E A D E R S H I P  E V E N T

T O  L E A R N  M O R E  O R  A P P L Y  G O  T O 
W W W . V E R T I C A L T H R E E . C O M / T R U T H A N D P E A C E

A P P L I C A T I O N  D E A D L I N E :  O c t o b e r  1 5 ,  2 0 2 1

Truth & Peace is a student leadership conference  
designed for high school students. Attendees learn leadership  

principles during a two-week intensive training conference  
each summer, followed up with real-world implementation  

as part of the staff for the Vertical Three Conference.



MISSISSIPPI
8 5 T H   C O N V E N T I O N   J U LY  1 8 -2 1 ,  2 0 2 1   M E M P H I S ,  T N

Alternating sun and showers caused steam to rise from the muddy banks of the Mis-
sissippi when Free Will Baptists returned to Memphis, Tennessee, July 18-21, for the 
denomination’s 85th National Convention. Yet no one complained about the heat, 
humidity, and rain. After two years apart due to the COVID-19 pandemic, Free Will 
Baptists were simply happy to be back together. 
The excitement and gratitude carried over into worship 
services marked by enthusiastic congregational singing, 
powerful preaching, and special music that spontaneously 
brought the congregation to its feet on multiple occasions. 
Keynote speakers Danny Conn (TN), Melvin Moon (MO), 
Christian Powell (NC), Keith Burden (OK), Eddie Moody 
(TN), and John Weaver (OK) explored the obviously rel-
evant theme “Overcome” from various Scripture passages, 
reminding attendees during difficult times they should sow 
seed (Matthew 13:1-23), follow the Good Shepherd (Mat-
thew 18:10-14), work together (Matthew 18:15-35), be good 
stewards (Matthew 25:14-30), and reach out to everyone 
(Luke 14:15-24).

In addition to worship services, convention attendees partic-
ipated in communion and the washing of the saints’ feet on 
Sunday (the first time that ordinance has been observed at 
the National Convention). Throughout the week, conven-

tion-goers also took advantage of more than 70 seminars, 
workshops, and panel discussions exploring important sub-
jects related to families, churches, ministry, theology, and 
more. Children and teens enjoyed age-appropriate activities, 
crafts, and worship.

STARTING IMPACT

July 17, the Saturday preceding the convention, 91 volun-
teers took part in IMPACT, the annual one-day campaign 
of kindness and evangelism. Fifty-one workers assembled at 
Cross Creek FWB Church in Olive Branch, Mississippi, to 
host a free car wash and take a prayer walk through com-
munities surrounding the church. They washed 34 cars and 
trucks, prayed over 621 houses, and prayed with 15 individ-
uals during the event. Cross Creek pastor Paul Bryant said, 
“What a blessing to be part of IMPACT! Through a free car 
wash and neighborhood prayer walk, we connected with 

M E MO R A B LE  M E E T I N G  ON  THE
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our community and showed them a God who loves them 
and a church that cares for them. We are thankful for the 
many contacts we gained because of this ministry.”

On the other side of Memphis, in the Oakland communi-
ty, a second team of 40 volunteers worked at Faith FWB 
Church with Pastor Jordan Osborn. Participating in “Op-
eration Saturation,” they canvassed neighborhoods near the 
church. Volunteers distributed 2,000-plus cards, inviting 
community members to an “Open House” at the church in 
the coming weeks.

In 2022, IMPACT will return to Birmingham, the city 
where it started in 2006. Follow emerging details at  
fwbmastersmen.org.

HONORED IN MEMPHIS

Two outstanding individuals were honored for lifetime 
achievements during the Memphis convention: Carlisle 
Hanna and Elizabeth Hodges. During his report to del-
egates, IM Director Clint Morgan celebrated the 70-year 
ministry of Carlisle Hanna, missionary to India, noting, 
“After a great deal of research, we cannot find another mis-
sionary in history who has served any missions organization 
for a longer period of time.” He honored the trailblazer for 
“serving unfailingly through wars, pestilence, earthquakes, 
Bengal tigers, disease, severe spiritual attacks, and the loss 
of both a child and spouse.” 

On Wednesday evening, during the annual missions service 
and following a video of Hanna’s amazing missions story, 
the congregation rose to their feet with thunderous ap-
plause, honoring the missionary’s lifetime of faithfulness. 
The 92-year-old lifted his hands in his familiar Hindi 
gesture of thanks, then encouraged Free Will Baptists to 
continue supporting the work in India, both financially and 
prayerfully.

Following her final report as director of WNAC, Eliza-
beth Hodges received a standing ovation when her board 
honored her faithful service. She was additionally honored 
during the annual Laughter and Latté reception and again 
during the Tuesday evening worship service when seven 
other departmental directors presented Hodges with flowers 
and a plaque. Phyllis York, assistant to Hodges, reflected on 
the director’s selfless work: “I have worked with Elizabeth for 
11 years. She has worked tirelessly and sacrificed personally 
to build bridges enabling WNAC to be where it is today, and 
she is leaving the ministry poised for an exciting future.”

DOWN TO BUSINESS 

General Board : The General Board began its meeting 
Monday, July 19, with a brief message from outgoing Ex-
ecutive Board member Mike Wade (OK). The board heard 
reports from eight national agencies and four commissions 
as Moderator Tim York led board members through a 
one-hour, 55-minute meeting. The board approved a broad 
slate of recommendations from the Executive Committee: 
approving a 2022 denominational budget of $30.1 million; 
recommending limiting denominational officers to two 
consecutive, four-year terms and commission members to 
two consecutive, five-year terms; integrating the Manual for 
Board Members into each national board’s operating proce-
dures; updating the nominating procedures in the Treatise; 
and, from the Commission for Theological Integrity, updat-
ing the Treatise statement regarding marriage (Appendix to 
Chapter IV, Section 1). 

All recommendations from the General Board were later ap-
proved by delegates during the convention business session.

The denomination additionally voted to adopt three reso-
lutions. The first further defines Free Will Baptist doctrine 
regarding gender, marriage, and sexuality, including the 
commitment to: “teach and model a biblical understand-
ing of sexuality and gender in their families and churches, 
seeking to equip church members and leaders to help them 
remain faithful to this teaching.” 

The second resolution reaffirms the denomination’s stance 
against racism, further resolving that the denomination not 
“root its proclamation, witness, and efforts toward racial 
equality in language, thought forms, and understandings of 
justice that emerge from secular philosophical and sociologi-
cal theory, such as critical race theory and intersectionality.” 

The final resolution thanked Tennessee for hosting the 
memorable convention.

Executive Office : Executive Secretary Eddie Moody 
announced a $1.25 million drop in giving to all national 
departments during the last year, a disturbing trend. Moody 
did not attribute this downward motion to COVID alone 
but pointed to unhealthy churches and the loss of churches 
(46 in the last year). He encouraged the denomination to 
take advantage of Refresh coaching and resources, to pray 
fervently for God to call new pastors and deacons into min-
istry, and to work together to improve ordaining boards. 
“We must focus on church health,” he challenged. “We 
must focus on the important things and do them together.” 
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REGISTR ATION
NAFWB Attendees – 2,791

Vertical Three – 2,237
Total Attendees – 3,345*

*Note: Many attendees register  
for both conventions.

SPE AKERS
Sunday School, July 18 

Danny Conn (TN)

Sunday Morning, July 18 
Melvin Moon (MO)

Sunday Evening, July 18 
Christian Powell (NC)

Monday Evening, July 19 
Keith Burden (OK)

Tuesday Evening, July 20 
Eddie Moody (TN)

Wednesday Evening, July 21 
John Weaver (OK)

LIVE STRE AMING
Service Views - 44,000 

Total Views (including music, clips,  
and other media) - 59,000 

Comments, shares, and reactions - 10,000+

Contributors: Eric Thomsen,  
Hannah Driggers, Elizabeth Hill,  

Deborah St. Lawrence, Phyllis York 
Vertical Three: Derek Altom 

Photographers: Rodney Yerby,  
Sydney Walker 

Download Photos: nafwb.yerbyphoto.com

CONVENTION
at a glance

He announced upcoming fall initiatives based on 3 for 30, the decade long plan 
for growth adopted in 2020.

Moody also encouraged the denomination to take full advantage of a broad 
variety of available resources from the Executive Office: the bi-weekly NAFWB 
News email, the Online Church Directory, social media graphics and posts, the 
Better Together Podcast, printed and digital training resources, church growth 
initiatives, and church revitalization tools (Refresh). All of these can be accessed 
through nafwb.org.

Following his report, Moody honored outgoing Executive Board members Ed-
win Hayes, Glenn Poston, and Mike Wade for their work on the board.

Welch College : President Matt Pinson indicated the greatest challenge fac-
ing Welch College today is ministerial students who go to community college, 
intending to attend Welch as upperclassmen. “They never come back,” Pinson 
acknowledged with regret. To offset this trend, he urged Free Will Baptists to 
encourage potential pastoral students to start at Welch as freshmen.

On a brighter note, the president indicated that pastoral ministry enrollment 
has doubled over the past two years, largely due to new scholarships for ministe-
rial degrees. Although the college struggled in both enrollment and finances in 
2020 due to COVID-19, projected losses were not as significant as first thought, 
$98,000 rather than the expected $765,000. He encouraged the denomination 
to continue faithful financial support, in anticipation of another tough financial 
year in the wake of the pandemic.

Pinson shared exciting news for the college—the launch of the M.Div. program, 
the first of its kind for the denomination. The three-year divinity degree is a 
residential program, with students studying on campus. As a result, the M.A. in 
Theology and Ministry will become available entirely online.

WNAC : Despite the limitations and challenges created by COVID-19, in 
her final report as WNAC director, Elizabeth Hodges highlighted significant 
milestones for the department. Women gave $412,000 to missions and ministry 
causes, in-person events were replaced by successful virtual events, many WNAC 
resources were translated into multiple languages, Treasure devotional guide 
moved online, and Young Women Active for Christ (YWAC) programs were 
reintroduced. Social media, blogs, and e-blasts expanded communication with 
participants. A new WNAC app opened communication and giving opportuni-
ties, and video devotions are now posted weekly to Facebook and YouTube.

Hodges announced the first in-person event in more than two years: the 2022 
Flourish conference will be March 26, 2022, at Central FWB Church in Hun-
tington, West Virginia. A Shine! Facebook Live event will be held October 2, 
2021.

Director Hodges celebrated the completion of the Free Will Baptist Women’s 
Center in Côte d’Ivoire, Africa, made possible in part through the gifts of 
women, both in the U.S. and Côte d’Ivoire, and a grant from Free Will Baptist 
Foundation.

Hodges urged Free Will Baptist women to give faithfully to support the office so 
WNAC ministries can continue. “Over the years, Free Will Baptist ladies have 



ELECTED IN 2021

NAM 
2027 

Mike Cash (AZ) 
Jose Rodriguez (TN) 
Marshall Bonéy (VA)

2025 - Bob Brown (FL)

Board of Retirement - 2027 
Joel Franks (AL) 

Brent Nix (Northwest) 
Clayton Hampton (MT)

FWB Foundation - 2027 
Lee Allen (AR) 

Gene Williams (NC) 
Scott Coghill (NC)

Media Commission - 2026 
Adrian Holland (OK)

Theological Commission 
2026 - Jackson Watts (MO) 
2024 - Cory Thompson (OK)

Historical Commission - 2026 
Jim McComas (TN)

Music Commission - 2026 
Joshua Riggs (OK)

Executive Committee - 2024 
Chris Dotson (TN) 

Chris Todd (SC) 
Reuben Cason (NC)

General Board - 2024 
Reuben Cason (NC) 

Bill Reynolds (Northeast) 
Brent Nix (Northwest) 

Ben Crabtree (OH) 
Dick Terry (OK) 
Chris Todd (SC) 

Chris Dotson (TN) 
John Collier (TX) 

Bruce Barnes (VA) 
James Cox, Jr. (WV)

Officers 
Moderator: Tim York (TN) 

Assistant Moderator: William Smith (GA) 
Clerk: Randy Bryant (FL) 

Assistant Clerk: Ernie Lewis (IL)

supported missions, projects, and many other things well through WNAC, but 
they have not always seen the need to support the WNAC office itself. While 
we have tackled the resulting financial challenges by streamlining the staff and 
operations, unless this mindset changes, the office is in trouble.”

Director Hodges concluded her report by honoring outgoing board members 
Diana Bryant and Janie Campbell for many years of service. She thanked her 
assistant Phyllis York and Free Will Baptist women: “It has been my privilege 
to serve you and to serve alongside you. I have been blessed. Together, we can 
accomplish more. We are truly better together.”

Randall House : Director and CEO Ron Hunter thanked the denomination 
for faithful support during the COVID-19 roller coaster. Although 75% of 
churches stopped meeting for a significant time, only 25% stopped ordering 
curriculum. “Churches continued ordering, knowing they would not use the 
material,” Hunter acknowledged. “We are grateful. Without you, we would have 
closed our doors.” 

Despite the faithful ordering, careful spending, federal PPP loans, and a grant 
from FWB Foundation, the department still suffered a $907,000 loss, the result 
of lost revenues from fewer orders and events totaling $1.7 million. With this in 
mind, Randall House must shift from a sales-alone model to reliance on both 
sales and gift income, adopting a non-profit business model. 

Hunter challenged Free Will Baptist churches and individuals to become “D6 
Heroes” by continuing to order curriculum and by putting the department into 
their annual budget. Visit D6Hero.com for more information about supporting 
this important ministry. “This [funding change] is a paradigm shift for Randall 
House,” Hunter conceded, “but it is our greatest need moving forward.”

Hunter honored outgoing board members Randy Scott and Steve Lindsay for 
their work on the board.

IM, Inc. : Despite postponements, cancellations, and frustrations in 2020, or 
“the year that wasn’t” as missionary Kenneth Eagleton has described it, IM Di-
rector Clint Morgan rejoiced that the department continues to approve and send 
new missionaries to bring healing to this broken world. In spite of pandemic 
upheaval, Morgan reminded listeners “God did not step off of His throne; strong 
Christians did not succumb to the gloom and doom; the church did not cease to 
exist; His Word did not pass away; and the world has not come to an end.” He 
reaffirmed IM’s commitment to the Great Commission “because 6.7 billion of 
the earth’s 7.8 billion people are not yet followers of Christ.” 

Morgan announced significant staffing changes for IM. Carlisle Hanna retired 
after 70 years in India; Financial Operations Manager Cheri Ham retired; two in-
terns, Emily Petty and Abby Walker, were approved; and Tim and Kristi Johnson 
left Spain to serve as missionaries-in-residence at Welch College. Morgan thanked 
the Johnsons for 22 years of faithful service to the people of Spain.

Though COVID-19 hampered numerical reporting, Morgan reported overseas 
churches saw 1,076 conversions (126 more than 2019), 1,487 baptisms, and an 
average attendance of 34,870. He also shared highlights from various fields: the 
purchase of a church building in Bulgaria; great strides for Adam and Carol 



Duncan in Ecuador; and a new church in Chateaubriant, France, the first Protestant 
congregation in 500 years. Japan, the second largest unreached people group, now 
has 23 Free Will Baptist missionaries; the Simmons have resumed their work in 
Kenya; and in Spain, two new couples have nearly reached the funding necessary to 
join the team. IM is currently opening new fields in Pakistan and Bangladesh.

The financial picture in 2020 was better for the department than anticipated. CFO 
Robert Conley reported the agency finished in the black by $648,105.

Morgan emphasized the importance of partner relationships that expand the agen-
cy’s ministry exponentially. IM now has 21 partners representing a broad range of 
ministries. The department also partners with international Free Will Baptist church 
organizations and ministries across North America. “That is what we are about 
at IM,” Morgan concluded, “laboring with the Body of Christ to fulfill the Great 
Commission.”

North American Ministries (NAM) : Director David Crowe introduced a five- 
year strategic plan for NAM. These goals include: increase English-speaking church 
planters to 55; increase Spanish-speaking church planters to 100; launch an on-site 
church planter assessment center; translate ten Master’s Men Direction Bible Studies 
into Spanish; create and launch a national Master’s Men retreat; develop and launch 
a youth training program for teen boys through Master’s Men; grow the Church Ex-
tension Loan fund to exceed $100 million; increase the number of chaplains (active 
and in-process) to 20; double the number of churches giving to NAM; and increase 
the general fund contingency to $1 million. Crowe expressed gratitude that several 
of these goals already have been surpassed or nearly reached.

After a record financial year in 2019, the department continued its positive financial 
trend, finishing 2020 in the black by $420,000. The department changed its official 
name from Home Missions to Free Will Baptist North American Ministries.

Board of Retirement (BOR) : Although COVID-19 created a financial seesaw, 
Director John Brummitt expressed thankfulness the agency recovered nicely by year’s 
end, with good returns on all account options. He noted the extension of federal PPP 
loans to churches and ministry organizations during COVID-19 were directly related 
to lobbying work the board completed through Church Alliance in the week preced-
ing the important decision. Brummitt announced the department’s intent to contin-
ue Re:Invest training, including the addition of the Re:Invest Podcast.

He announced a new investment option, Set Rate Strategy, giving investors more 
stability and the potential for bonuses. In addition, the expansion of institutional 
investing in 2020 helped more churches invest wisely. “That’s what we are all about 
at Board of Retirement,” Brummitt concluded, “preparing for future ministry.”

2021-22  
NOMINATING 
COMMIT TEE

Johnny Miller (AR) – Chair

Ben Crabtree (OH)

Jonathan Locklear (MI)

Shirley Jackson (MO)

Todd Black (SC)

Curtis Smith (IL)

Kent Barwick (GA) 

2022 BUDGETS
Executive Office - $834,600

Foundation - $2,314,000

NAM (includes Master's  
Men) - $5,000,000

IM, Inc. - $8,450,000

Retirement - $717,543

Randall House - $4,566,890

Welch College – $8,013,520

WNAC - $229,700

Theological Commission - $6,800

Historical Commission - $5,830

Media Commission - $5,308

Music Commission - $8,820 

Total – $30,153,011

Wednesday Night Convention  
Offering - $14,980.32* 

* Initial count may be adjusted

2021  
VERTICAL THREE 

CONFERENCE
Registration – 2,237

Truth & Peace – 141 participants

Competitive Entries: 592

Competitors: 1,085

Buck-A-Week Offering: $5,513
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More information about these new initiatives can be found 
at boardofretirement.com.

Free Will Baptist Foundation : Director David Brown 
compared the Foundation to the offensive line of a football 
team. Perhaps not the most visible group on the team, the 
offensive line is still crucial to the overall success of the 
team. Brown celebrated the Foundation “crossing the line” 
to reach $100 million. He also announced the benefits of 
the estate planning program, which have increased expo-
nentially. The resulting financial impact is $2.1 million to 
the denomination annually, with future impact projections 
of more than $40 million. 

The department finished the year $90,000 in the black, 
despite COVID-19 challenges. Brown announced the 
restructuring of the Money Management Trust program 
to meet new governmental guidelines. The program will 
be split into two: a charitable investment pool (ChIP) for 
ministries and a Demand Note (DN) program for indi-
vidual investors. Both pools are closed to new investors 
temporarily, while restructuring takes place. However, the 
Foundation will continue to receive deposits from existing 
MMT accounts.

The grant program continues to help Free Will Baptist min-
istries. The program offered COVID-19 relief to three strug-
gling departments in 2020, a half million to 26 ministries in 
2021, and is on track to deliver $750,000 in gifts in 2022.

Brown honored retiring staff member June McVay, and out-
going board members Elizabeth Hodges and Phil Whitaker 
for their work.

Commissions : Marc Neppl noted the Media Commis-
sion changed the way it does live-streaming in 2021, and 
the numbers of online viewers reflects the improvements: 
44,000 people viewed services, with more than 10,000 
shares, comments, and reactions. He encouraged Free Will 
Baptists to take full advantage of the resources and training 
offered by the commission. “We help churches succeed by 
educating, equipping, and encouraging tech and church 
leaders through difficult situations. We are dedicated to 

helping the local church reach its community through so-
cial media, websites, and audio/video production.” Church-
es can learn more at fwbmedia.org.

The Commission for Theological Integrity said goodbye 
to long-time commission member, Dr. Thomas Marberry, 
noting his many theological contributions to the denom-
ination and the work of the commission. Commission 
Chairman Matt Pinson challenged Free Will Baptists to 
attend the 2021 Theological Symposium, October 4-5, on 
the campus of Welch College. Pinson also encouraged the 
denomination to use the many theological articles, reviews, 
and resources on FWBTheology.com.

Doug Little, chairman of the Music Commission, ac-
knowledged the pandemic forced the Music Commission 
to change the way things are done, and the changes have 
been good ones, with more regular meetings via Zoom and 
greater efficiency. Little celebrated the successful launch and 
growth of FWBWorship.com and a new program partner-
ing Music and Media Commission members to coach local 
churches. 

Historical Commission Secretary Eric Thomsen noted 
the passing of long-time commission member and chair Dr. 
Mary Ruth Wisehart. He urged Free Will Baptists churches 
and associations to make record-keeping a high priority, 
noting, “The commission has worked with the Executive 
Office to make the submission of minutes a vital part of 
the district and state reporting process.” The commission 
continues development of The Minutes Project (collecting, 
scanning, and posting online national, state, and district or 
quarterly minutes). Access this collection at FWBHistory.
com. To donate historical materials, contact curator Phillip 
Morgan: pmorgan@welch.edu.

LOOKING AHE AD

Executive Secretary Eddie Moody invited Free Will Baptists 
to “Go the Extra Mile” and join the National Convention 
July 24-27, 2022, when the denomination returns to Bir-
mingham, Alabama, for its 86th convention. 
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MOVING TOWARD NORMAL: THE 2021 VERTICAL THREE CONFERENCE
BY DEREK ALTOM

The 2,237 attendees of the Vertical Three Conference are a 
big reason Free Will Baptists are moving towards normal. 
One of the things I enjoyed most during my first conven-
tion as Vertical Three director was walking through the 
Renasant Center and simply watching people. I like to 
“people watch.” 

Perhaps the most significant thing I observed was how 
normal everything seemed. In 2020, the global pandem-
ic destroyed “normal.” The turn of the calendar to 2021 
brought hope of returning to some sense of normalcy. From 
my perspective, the 2021 Vertical Three Conference was a 
significant step. To be clear, things are not back to where 
they were prior to COVID-19, but we are moving in the 
right direction. We are moving toward normal. 

CTS Ministry Expo : A vital part of the Vertical Three 
Conference is the CTS Ministry Expo. Having to cancel 
the 2020 expo thwarted the hard work of students across 
the denomination. However, even though the 2021 CTS 
Ministry Expo saw a significant decrease from pre-pan-
demic levels, 1,085 participants competed throughout 592 
entries. Things are moving toward normal.

Truth and Peace Student Leadership Conference : 
According to Truth and Peace Director Allen Pointer, it 
was 600 days from the selection of the students in the 2021 
Truth and Peace Student Leadership Conference to the 
beginning of the conference. (Students selected in Octo-
ber of 2019 were automatically accepted for 2021 after the 
2020 conference was canceled.) However, things began 
to look normal again as Truth and Peace students opened 
doors for competition, worked the Vertical Three store, and 
successfully completed many other tasks necessary for the 
success of the conference. All of this occured after ten days 
of intense leadership training at Randall University. A huge 
thanks to the dedicated staff of Truth and Peace and to 
Allen Pointer, who just completed 24 years directing Truth 
and Peace.

Worship : Each year, the highlight of the Vertical Three 

Conference is the nightly services. It was a joy to walk from 
room to room each night and see preschool students, ele-
mentary students, upper elementary students, middle school 
students, and high school students encountering Jesus in 
age-appropriate ways. I loved watching Katie Greenwood 
and her preschool team love children the way Jesus does. I 
loved seeing Johnny Miller and the whole team engage with 
students in first through third grade with fun activities and 
biblical truth that will help them encounter who God really 
is. I loved peeking in and observing Steve Greenwood and 
the 456 worship team impact students with the gospel in 
practical ways. The services all seemed very normal, and I 
could not help but smile. 

Throughout the week, middle school and high school 
students were challenged by dynamic musical worship 
led by the National Youth Evangelistic Team. This group 
of talented students set the stage well for speakers David 
Mizelle, Quinn Norman, Trevor Holden, Victoria Paffile, 
and Jon Forrest. In each service, you could sense attendees 
were thrilled to be gathered once again, and things were 
getting back to normal. You could also sense students mak-
ing decisions to be “Resolved” like Daniel, the theme of the 
2021 conference. 

The conference concluded with an evening of laughter as 
comedian Jonnie W. performed. He kept his audience on 
the edge of their seats wondering what hysterical thing he 
would say next. 

Conclusion : As I stood in the back of the auditorium on 
Wednesday evening during the annual missionary service, 
my eyes filled with tears. It was not because I was sad. 
Instead, I was filled with joy. I was with family. I was with 
my Free Will Baptist brothers and sisters again. Things felt 
normal again. 

If 2020 taught us nothing else, let it teach us we should 
never take things like gathering as a denomination for 
granted. We should thank the Lord we are moving toward 
“normal.” 
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Introducting the Websters, Church 
Planters to The Villages, Florida

ACROSS THE NATION

New church planters Frank and 
Debbie Webster are going to start 
a unique Free Will Baptist church 
in The Villages, Florida. The Villag-
es is a 55+ retirement community 
near Orlando with 130,000-plus 
residents. This will be the only NAM 
church plant specifically targeting 
older adults. The Websters feel a 
strong calling to reach older adults 
who have never committed their 
lives to Christ or have been out of 
church for other reasons. Frank 
recently commented, “Though this 
is statistically the most difficult 

demographic to reach, we believe 
it may be the last chance for many 
older adults to receive the gospel.” 

Webster is only a few years from 
retirement himself and leaves a 
successful ministry as state mis-
sion director for Missouri Free Will 
Baptists. He brings many years 
of experience to this role, and we 
are excited to see how God uses 
the Websters in this new ministry. 
Please pray for Frank and Debbie 
as they build their team and enter 
the prelaunch phase of ministry. To 
learn more or support the Websters 

financially visit www.fwbnam.com/
webster. This is a joint project with 
the Florida State Mission board.  

December 6–7
Nashville, Tennessee
NAFWB.ORG/LEADER

EQUIPPED
F O R  HIS  W O R K

F R E E  W I L L  B A P T I S T
LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE

Frank & Debbie Webster



Grace and Hope in Memphis
BY EDDIE MOODY

“Could you come back next week?” 
So began the post-convention meet-
ing with city officials in Memphis 
Thursday morning after the conven-
tion. This was only my second such 
meeting; the first was in Cincinnati 
as an observer. During this meeting, 
we considered what went well and 
what didn’t. It involved discussions 
such as the reverb in the convention 
hall, used for the first time during 
our convention. Other meetings 
addressed hotel challenges, security 
issues, and outstanding bills. The 
overall feedback was “Your people 
were so kind,” and rather than cele-
brating our departure, they wished 
we could stick around.

Why?

People need grace. The city was 
encouraged by the grace extended 
to them and their staff when things 
didn’t work so well. They were 
amazed by how patient and respect-
ful our people were. One official 
noted how often we greeted work-
ers—making it clear these workers 
mattered. You can learn much about 
a person’s character by how they 
treat people who serve them (food 
servers, housekeepers, security 
officers). Another official noted how 
Free Will Baptists threw away their 
own trash. Everyone was especially 
taken aback by the well-mannered, 
well-behaved youth. Truth and 
Peace stood out with their back-

packs and were often referenced. 

People are watching! A hotel general 
manager described a “wonderful 
and graceful couple” he met. After 
waiting with them for their Uber™ 
driver to arrive early one morning, 
he observed how rudely the driver 
treated the couple, refusing to take 
them to the airport. Embarrassed 
and upset by this, he confessed, 
“I could not let them leave with 
this image of our city.” He took the 
couple to the airport himself, and 
though embarrassed by the situa-
tion, he felt blessed to spend more 
time with this “special couple.” 

We heard similar comments 
throughout the week. One worker 
told Dr. Danny Baer the gracious 
way our people treated workers in 
the convention center was sadly dif-
ferent than their usual encounters.

During the last meeting with city 
officials, we discussed the many 
challenges. In a way, this was 
expected. The city filled more 
hotel rooms than any time prior to 
COVID-19. As the meeting ended, 
one of the officials shared she has 
a very ill loved one. She asked if we 
would pray with her. Ryan Lewis, 
convention manager, asked Derek 
Altom, Vertical Three director, to 
pray. Derek took the woman’s hand 
and prayed aloud for the situation. 
When he finished, she tearfully 
thanked him. I don’t think she'd have 

asked us to pray if she had not seen 
the testimony of our people.

There is hope. As I drove away from 
Memphis, my mind went back to 
the first meeting of the day. One 
city leader described how difficult 
the last year and a half had been 
for him and his staff. He told us the 
convention had been refreshing 
to his workers. Then he teared up 
and confessed, “I have been very 
discouraged about the trajectory of 
our country, after all the unrest in 
our nation and our difficulty finding 
workers. I’m 60, and sometimes I 
wonder if people in this generation 
will take care of me in 20 years?” 
Then, he added, “I was especially 
encouraged by all the youth I have 
seen here. I tell you; it has given  
me hope.” 

Hope! And the man did not attend 
a single service or seminar. Who 
could have known graciousness 
to food service workers, patience 
with bellhops, desk workers, and 
maintenance staff could have such 
an impact? But it did. It appears we 
left Memphis a little better than we 
found it. 

Well done, Free Will Baptists!  

Eddie Moody

Executive Secretary, 
National Association 
of Free Will Baptists

BETTER  TOGETHER
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Reduce taxes and increase income. A charitable gift annuity 
will pay a secure fixed income for life in exchange for your  
gift to ministry. To learn more, please call Free Will  
Baptist Foundation today. Start enjoying the stream  
of charitable giving!

Enjoy a stream of security with a
charitable gift annuity!

877-767-7575 | fwbgifts.org

Age Rate  Ages Rate 

65 4.2%  65/65 3.8% 

70 4.7%  70/70 4.2% 

75 5.4%  75/75 4.6% 

80 6.5%  80/80 5.4% 
85 7.6%  85/85 6.5%

90 8.6%  90/90 8.2%

 Single Table Joint Table

Invest in the lives of young people
Participate in cross-cultural missions

Expand your vision

Visit iminc.org/go/e-team 
or scan the QR code

Apply today!

BRAZIL•SPAIN•URUGUAY•FRANCE•PANAMA•JAPAN•ST. CROIX, USVI•CHICAGO•CUBA

Leader
Be an

inin

2022!2022!

Deadline to apply for a 2022 experience  
is October 1, 2021
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